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A soft copy of the MARCH Pinkun 2016 is now available for downloading on www.hkcc.org
If Members do not wish to receive a hard copy of The Pinkun, please notify us by clicking on hkcc@hkcc.org

Clubhouse Opening Hours: 0630 to midnight
(For all F&B Enquiries email fnb@hkcc.org)

Early Bird Dim Sum:
Sunday 1030 to 1145
Lunch:
Monday to Saturday
1200 to 1500 (The last order is 1415)
Sunday & Public Holiday
1200 to 1330 (The last order is 1315)
1345 to 1530 (The last order is 1445)
Dinner: Daily 1800 to midnight
(The last order is 2215)
Reservations: 3511 8638

Daily 0730 to 2200
The last food order is 2130
Breakfast Menu 0730 to 1100
à la Carte from 1100 onwards
Breakfast Buffet on
Saturday, Sunday & Public Holiday
0730 to 1030

Monday to Friday
1600 to 2300
Saturday, Sunday & Public Holiday
0830 to 2300
The last food order is 2230

Monday to Thursday
1130 to midnight
Friday & Saturday
& Day Before Public Holiday
1130 to 0100
Sunday & Public Holiday
0900 to midnight
The last food order is 2230

Swimming Pool Complex

May-October 0700 to 2130
Closed December & January
November-April 0700 to 2100

Squash Courts Complex

Daily 0730 to 2230

Sports Changing Rooms

Daily 0700 to 2300

SPORTS ANNEXE BUILDING
2nd Floor:
Sports Desk

Daily 0730 to 2300
Enquiry: 3511 8698

Gymnasium

Daily 0630 to 2200

Children’s Playroom

Daily 0900 to 2100

Golf Simulator

Daily 0900 to 2200

Snooker

Daily 1100 to 2300

Ten Pin Bowling Alley

Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, 		
Sunday, Public Holiday 1000 to 2200
Monday & Wednesday 1400 to 2200

Video & DVD Library

Weekday 1300 to 2000
Saturday, Sunday 1100 to 1900
Public Holiday 1200 to 1800

3rd Floor:
Cricket Centre

Daily 0830 to 2230

Sports Hall

Daily 0830 to 2230

Roof Top:
SAB Tennis Courts

Daily 0700 to 2300

HKCC SPORTS SHOP

Open every day
Monday to Friday 1000 to 2000
Saturday and Sunday 0800 to 2030
Enquiry: 3511 8631
email: thesportshop@hkcc.org

Monday to Saturday 1000 to 2100
Sunday and Public Holiday 0800 to 2100
The last food order is 2030
(Summer 2100)

Pantone Process Cyan C

Pantone 274C

Annexe Bar
Monday to Friday 0930 to 2100
The last food order is 2030
Saturday, Sunday & Public Holiday
0830 to 0930 Beverage Service only
0830 to 2300

B4 Prince’s Building,
10 Chater Road,
Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 2810 6988
Fax: (852) 2810 6877
Email: dotcod@hkcc.org
Website: www.dotcod.com

Pantone 187C

85% Pantone Process Black C

Opening Hours:
0730-Midnight • Mon-Sat
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View video of
“British Isles”

A cruise isn’t good enough unless we come back new!

SCOTLAND
Participate in the Traditional Celebration of Scotland
Edinburgh is a gracious city noted for its superb skyline, its impressive collection of architecture and
its beautiful parks. In the elegant New Town, the streets are lined with graceful Georgian buildings,
strolling the streets of Edinburgh will experience one of the world's great cities.
Every late July to September, a series of programs will be launched in the Edinburgh Arts Festival,
including the well-known Edinburgh Military Tattoo held at Edinburgh Castle Square. Edinburgh
Military Tattoo is the most important program of the festival, around 217,000 visitors will participate
in this grand event every year. The military performances present with massed bands, bagpipes,
dancing and drums, bringing visitors a Scotland’s unforgettable experiences.

Edinburgh Military Tattoo
Photo: ©VisitBritain: http://media.visitbritain.com

IRELAND
Appreciate the Ancient Architecture of Belfast

Photo: ©VisitBritain: http://media.visitbritain.com

Belfast is the capital of Northern Ireland, was an
industrial giant in the 19th century, famed for its linen
and its shipyards. Stretching along both sides of the
River Lagan, this graceful city of Victorian and Edwardian
buildings has become a cosmopolitan tourist destination,
one of the most iconic Landmark of Belfast is The
Grand Opera House.

Marvel at the Natural Wonder
The Giant’s Causeway is made up of about 40,000 continuous polygonal black basalt columns sticking
out of the sea. It is known as the eighth wonder of the world, and is the only eligible UNESCO World
Natural Heritage Site in Northern Ireland. According to mythology, the Giant Fenmaikuer (McCool)
used the basalt columns to form a stepping stone causeway, to let himself to meet his lover – a
Scottish giantess from Ireland to Scotland.

The Giant's Causeway in Northern Ireland
Photo: ©VisitBritain: http://media.visitbritain.com / Credit ArtWardPhotography

12Days British Isles
Roundtrip from London (Southampton), England | Caribbean Princess
Sailing Date: 25Jun, 7Jul, 19Jul, 31Jul*, 12Aug*, 24Aug 2016
Visiting ports: Guernsey (St. Peter Port), England | Cork, Ireland (Cobh - For Blarney Castle) |
Dublin, Ireland | Belfast, Northern Ireland | Glasgow (Greenock), Scotland | Liverpool, England /
Orkney Islands (Kirkwall), Scotland | Inverness/Loch Ness (Invergordon), Scotland |
Edinburgh (South Queensferry), Scotland | Paris/Normandy (Le Havre), France

Fare: HKD18,713up HKD11,381up
Port order may vary. *31Jul and 12Aug sailing will feature the “Edinburgh Military Tattoo”.
Please note that prices are listed per person, non-air cruise-only and based on double occupancy. Fares EXCLUDE Taxes, Fees & Port Expenses.
Terms & Conditions applied. Princess Cruises reserves the right to add, edit, modify, delete any contents without giving any prior notice.

Master Plan Update

A

fter two months’
closure, the
Swimming Pool
renovation has been
completed and was reopened on Tuesday 9th
February 2016. New child
friendly facilities have been
added to both Men’s and
Ladies’ Changing Rooms. We
hope that Members will enjoy
these improved facilities.
Please be reminded that
access to the Ground will be
via the Sportsman’s Bar. For Member and Guest safety,
this access will be occasionally closed for a short period
of time, without advance notice, due to construction
requirement. Please check with our staff on duty if you
have any difficulty when requiring to access the Club
facilities.
As mentioned in the Chairman’s recent letter sent to
Members, the planned demolition and construction
work interfaces very closely with The Willow Room.
Therefore, to ensure Member and Guest safety,
The Willow Room was relocated to the 2/F Function
Suites on Wednesday 17th February 2016, and will
remain in this location for a period of approximately
ten months, the duration of the main Master Plan
construction period. We will ensure that the food quality
and service are not affected by this move.
The construction works for the slab between the 2/F
Function Suites Balcony and Squash Building Roof
Terrace, as well as the Temporary Staircase attached
to the Squash Court Complex, are completed. Once
the ‘Temporary Occupation Permit’ is granted, we will
demolish the portion of hoarding at the Sportsman’s Bar
adjoined to the Squash Courts.   
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Some underground drainage pipes along the driveway in
front of the Club House are required to be relocated.
Part of the driveway and the Membership Car Park
under the Sports Annexe Building may need to be closed
without advance notice. Please watch and follow the
‘Notice’ placed on the driveway.
Demolishing the main ‘Long Room Building’ and the
Staircase located at the Swimming Pool Complex
adjoined to the Main Building is targeted to commence
in March. Piling and Foundation Works will follow. This
will result in increased noise and dusty works occurring
during weekdays. The Club Management will try their
best to eliminate these effects on the Membership
during weekends.
Your continued support to this ‘Building The Future’
project is gratefully acknowledged.
“Questions and Comments” are welcome.
Please address these to the Management via email:
hkcc@hkcc.org

The temporary location of The Willow Room in the Function Suites

Newly renovated Pool Changing Rooms

Ladies'

Men's

2016 March The Pinkun
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Membership News

Notes from the Management

January

March 2016

New Nominee Members
P. Gupta
E.V. Hervey
K.W. Li
A.D.D. Lupis
R. Nayar
A. Subbiah
C.M. Whiteley
M.C. Wirtz
Mrs. M.J. Ward
New Subscriber Members
D. Bailey
D.R. Cartlidge
J. Hargraves
M.A. Komar
W.K. Lo
L.T. Leong
M.J. Lyons
J. Mulholland
T.N.A. Rakison
K.R. Speed
New Sporting Members
J. Cooper
Ms. C.P. Ng
C.J. White
New Junior Sporting Member
R.T. Caines
Departures
T.W. Andrew
Tom L.C. Chan
T. Collins
T.S. Ha

G. Morgan
S.K. Sanyal
Mrs. K. Shute
Resignations
Arthur Cheung
Ms. Iris Chung
R.I. Ferguson
G. Glenister
Ms. L. Huckfield
K.L. Jury
Mrs. R.C. Moore
Resignations - Nominee
S.J. Andrews
R. Black
H.F. Chan
J. Davies
S. Deva
P. Gupta
Mrs. A.C. Hanrahan
S.G.M. Holt
S. Kidd
P. Lamming
N. Lee
Ms. Rita Lo
K.B. Pang
D. Stanwell
B. Steinhilber
S. Sudharsan
Johnny Wei
Returned
J.A. Clemence
T. Stevens

Chinese New Year – ‘Lai See’
The Chairman and Members of the General Committee distributed
‘Lai See’ packages to all Members of Staff at the Staff Party held
on 16th February.
On behalf of all Club Staff, we thank Members for their most
generous support and contributions to the Staff ‘Lai See’ Fund
over the Chinese New Year period.

……………………………………
The MCC Australia Sports Tour was successfully completed over
Chinese New Year, as you will read on subsequent pages.

……………………………………
Swimming Pool Complex
Extra manpower has been added to manage the newly renovated
Swimming Pool Complex.
Please be reminded that NO GUESTS are permitted to access the
Pool Complex on Weekends and Public Holidays.
Children under 12 are NOT permitted to enter or use the Swimming
Pool Complex unless they are accompanied by an adult.

……………………………………
HKCC Master Plan Phase One Work
The HKCC Master Plan Phase One Work is currently facing a number
of challenges.   We assure you that we are doing our utmost to
minimize the effect on the Membership.
For the safety of your children, please supervise them closely and
ensure that they do not go near to or behind the hoarding area.

February
New Nominee Members
C.J. Armstrong
C.C.Chan
N. Champion De Crespigny
B. Perrington
M.B. Patel
New Subscriber Members
R.M. Collis
William K.S. Chu
J. Ryan
A.J. Towler
K.S. Tse
W.H. Wong
Y.W. Wong
Teresa P.Y. Yung
New Sporting Members
M.Y. Wan
J. Worby
New Junior Sporting Members
D. Catela Velasco
M.S. Lamming
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Ordinary Members
D.P. Beard
I.C. Bengey
M.N. Cornell
C. Dawes
P. Darley
B.H. Garland
M.G. Kibble
R. Kapur
S.R. Manifold
Mrs. F.A. Pratt
H. Vera
Departures
Mrs. L. Chow
Mrs. S.E. Gold
J.P. Ewinger
Resignations – Nominee
J.P. Longo
K.C. Tracey

Access to certain Club Facilities may be changed at short notice
during this period of time. Please check with our staff if you have
any queries.

……………………………………
Racing – Buy Two Get One Free is currently on offer at our Shatin
Race Box. More details are listed on Page 64.

……………………………………
Lord’s Box in UK – England v Pakistan Investec Test Days 1 & 2
Thursday 14th and Friday 15th July 2016
HKCC has again secured a Private Hospitality Box at Lord’s Cricket
Ground, St. John’s Wood, London for Day 1 & Day 2 of this match.
Tickets are offered on a first come first served basis and priority
given to Members residing in Hong Kong. Interested parties, please
email Clara Li at clarali@hkcc.org for more details and booking.

……………………………………
Caring Organisation
We are happy to inform Members
that HKCC has been awarded the
Caring Organisation Logo again by The Hong Kong Council of
Social Services in recognition of our commitment to Caring for
the Community, Caring for the Employees and Caring for the
Environment over the past year.

RECIPROCAL CLUBS
HKCC Reciprocal Clubs, Overseas
Australia

Canberra Club Ltd.
Melbourne Cricket Club
Queensland Cricketers Club
Royal Automobile Club of Australia — Sydney*
Royal Automobile Club of Victoria (RACV) Ltd.*
Royal Kings Park Tennis Club
Tattersalls Club, Sydney
NSW Sports Club, Sydney
Western Australian Cricket Association
The Kooyong Lawn Tennis Club, Melbourne

Canada

The National Club - Toronto, Ontario
Toronto Cricket Skating & Curling Club

China
England

Beijing Riviera Country Club*

India

Best Club, Bangalore*
Bombay Gymkhana
Ibiza- The Club, Calcutta*
India Tennis Centre*
Princeton Club, Calcutta
The Cricket Club of India, Mumbai*
Umed Club, Jodhpur*		

Indonesia
Japan
Malaysia

International Sports Club of Indonesia, Jakarta

*

Marylebone Cricket Club
Stoke Park Golf Club*
The East India Club*
The Lansdowne Club*
The Naval & Military Club (The In & Out Club)*
The Royal Over-Seas League*
The St. James’s Club*
Lindrick Golf Club, Nottingham

The Yokohama Country & Athletic Club
Penang Club
The Kinabalu Club, Sabah
The Raintree, Kuala Lumpur
The Royal Selangor Club, Kuala Lumpur

Philippines

Manila Club Inc.
Nomads Sports Club, Manila

Scotland

The Royal Over-Seas League, Edinburgh*
The Royal Scots Club, Edinburgh*
The Western Club, Glasgow*

Singapore

Singapore Cricket Club
The British Club

South Africa Kelvin Grove, Cape Town

The Lansdowne Club is a private London Club, established in 1935.
It is located at 9 Fitzmaurice Place, nr. Berkeley Square, Mayfair.

Western Province Cricket Club

Thailand

Chiangmai Gymkhana Club
R.B.S.C. Polo Club, Bangkok
Royal Bangkok Sports Club
The British Club, Bangkok

USA

University Club of Chicago

Affiliate Member Clubs:
Shanghai Cricket Club
Bickley Park Cricket Club, Bromley,
Kent, England
Stragglers of Asia, England
The Crusaders, Melbourne, Australia
"The Willows", Christchurch, New Zealand

* Accommodation Facilities Available
• Signing In
• Method of Payment  
• Maximum Length of Stay  	
• Restrictions
This information may be obtained from HKCC Membership
Secretary, Clara Hung, on 3511-8616
Please note that Introduction Cards must be collected from
the Club’s General Office prior to your visit to these Overseas
Reciprocal Clubs
2016 March The Pinkun
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Multi-Purpose Room

ACTIVITIES

Timetable - March 2016

Check www.hkcc.org for more details on Activities

Adult
Body Sculpt		

Dori Dainton

2895-6453 or 9462-0352

Cardio Kick Fit and		
Whole Body Circuit

Karen Plowman

9644-4560

Bums, Legs & Tums		

Sandy Dodd

6334-5318

Group Fitness Classes		

Recreation Dept.

3511-8699

Pilates			

Jun Mabaquiano

9400-7523

Scottish Country Dancing		

Joseph Schembri

9378-5380

Spin Classes		

Davinia Ng

9151-1641

Yoga for Everybody (Adult)

Nancy Chatchawan

			

call Recreation Dept.

3511 8698

The Gappers 		

Call Recreation Dept.

3511-8698

The Ramblers (U14-U17)

Call Recreation Dept.

3511-8698

Multi Sport		

admin@multi-sport.com.hk

2540-1257

Ballet / Dance
(Southern School of Dance)

Marion Knight

2872-6917

Junior
Cricket

Ten Pin Bowling
Sports Desk			

Please visit Club Website for more information and
enrolment; or contact Sports Desk at 3511-8698 or
e-mail at recreation@hkcc.org
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Bums, Legs & Tums with Sandy
Pilates with Jun
Table-Tennis
Ballet / Dance
Scottish Country Dancing

TUESDAY
0700 - 0745
0915 - 1015
1030 - 1130
1200 - 1445
1445 - 1745
1800 - 1900
1930 - 2030
2100 - 2200

Spin Blast with Davinia
Cardio Kick Fit with Karen
Yoga for Everybody (Adult) with Nancy
Table-Tennis
Ballet / Dance
Bums, Legs & Tums with Sandy
Netball Team Training
Table-Tennis

WEDNESDAY
0915 - 1015
1030 - 1130
1200 - 1430
1500 - 2015
2045 - 2200

Bums, Legs & Tums with Sandy
Pilates with Jun
Table-Tennis
Ballet / Dance
Table-Tennis

THURSDAY
0700 - 0745
0915 - 1015
1030 - 1115
1145 - 1400
1430 - 1730
1800 - 1900
1930 - 2230

Spin RPM with Davinia
Whole Body Circuit with Karen
Spin Blast with Davinia
Table-Tennis
Ballet / Dance
Bums, Legs & Tums with Sandy
Table-Tennis (Team Practice)

FRIDAY
0800 - 0845
0915 - 1015
1030 - 1130
1145 - 1215
1245 - 1400
1430 - 1945
2000 - 2230

Spin Blast with Davinia
Body Sculpt with Dori
Yoga for Everybody (Adult) with Nancy
Circuit Training with Davinia
Table-Tennis
Ballet / Dance
Table-Tennis

SATURDAY
0900 - 1545
1600 - 1745
1800 - 2230

Multi-Sport Gymnastics
Jazz Funk / Hip-Hop Dance
Table-Tennis

SUNDAY
0900 - 2230

Table-Tennis

3511-8698

Kinder Kicks (TOTS Soccer)
Term January - March 2016
Wednesday 8:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m. (various age groups)
Rugbees (TOTS Rugby)
Term January - March 2016
Monday 9:20 a.m. – 11:00 a.m. (various age groups)

MONDAY
0915 - 1015
1030 - 1130
1200 - 1345
1415 - 1845
1900 - 2200

GENERAL INFORMATION
Club Sports Contacts
CRICKET
Captain of Cricket
Paul Watkins		
9278 1066
email: pjwatkins@gmail.com
WOMEN’S CRICKET
Convenor
Anita Miles		
9155 7300
email: anitamiles@strawberrynet.com
HOCKEY
Convenor
Matthew Deayton
9612 8444
email: matt8889@gmail.com
LAWN BOWLS
Convenor
Glyn Davies
2803 6189(o) 9330 1948(m)
email: davglyn@gmail.com
Ladies Captain
Garish Davies
9270 4849
email: garishdavies@hotmail.com
NETBALL
Convenor
Krystle Edwards
email: netballconvenor@hkcc.org
RUGBY
Convenor
Graeme Pyott
email: rugby.chairman@hkcc.org
Club Captain
Rohan Cook
email: rugby.captain@hkcc.org
SQUASH
Convenor
David Hewitt		
6397 2412
email: davidahewitt@gmail.com
TENNIS
Convenor
Debbie See
email: tennis@hkcc.org
GOLF
Mark Winstanley
9193 5246
email: winstanleyma@gmail.com
TABLE TENNIS
Simon Chan
email: chan.simon@dorsey.com
TEN PIN BOWLING
Convenor
Tony Ku
email: tonyykku@gmail.com
Captain
Nicholas Brown

HKCC Sports Coaches
For all enquiries, please call Sports Desk, 3511 8698 email: recreation@hkcc.org

Cricket
Scott McKechnie
Nizakat Khan
Jasmine Titmuss
Miles Richardson

Golf
Adrian Waters

Gym & Fitness

ECB Level 2 Coach
Phone: 6375 7805
ACC Level 2 Coach
Phone: 6433 9702
ECB Level 2 Coach
Phone: 9166 2602
ECB Level 2 Coach
Phone: 6909 7239

email: mckechniescott@hkcc.org
email: khannizakat@hkcc.org
email: jasminetitmuss@hkcc.org
email: milesrichardson@hkcc.org

Member of the Professional Golfers Association
Golf Clinics and Junior Programme
Phone: 3511-8699
email: golf@hkcc.org

Amin Ashraf

Personal Trainer
Phone: 6406 0872
email: aminashraf@hkcc.org
Schwinn Cycling Certified Instructor (Bronze level)

Ben Simpson

Bachelor’s Degree in Sport and Exercise
with Honours in Exercise Physiology
Phone: 9274 1230
email: bensimpson@hkcc.org
Schwinn Cycling Certified Instructor (Bronze level)

Davinia Ng

TRX Suspension Training Certificate
Agatsu Kettlebells Instructor Certificate Level 1
The Personal Training Academy Global Certificate (PTA Global)
Phone: 9151 1641
email: daviniang@hkcc.org
Hong Kong Triathlon Coach Certificate Level 1
Schwinn Cycling Certified Instructor (Bronze level)

Hockey
Genevieve Rowe

Level 1 Coach
Phone: 5169 6835

email: genrowe@hkcc.org

Netball
Robin Manihera

Coaching Level 3

email: robinmanihera@hkcc.org

Rugby
Deacon Manu

Squash
Chad Sunde

Head Coach
IRB Rugby Coaching Certificate Level 3
Phone: 5697 7354Andrew email: deaconmanu@hkcc.org
Phone: 9522 0434

email: chadesunde@gmail.com

Swimming
Chris Funnell

Tennis
Jason Lijewski

ASA Full (Level 2) Swimming Teacher
Phone: 2540 1257
email: admin@multi-sport.com.hk
Head Tennis Professional
Bachelor of Business
TCA Level 2 Accredited Coach
Phone 9653 2782
email: jasonlijewski@hkcc.org

Yuliya Ustyuzhanina Senior Tennis Professional
Phone: 9152 7317

email: ustyuzha@gmail.com

Chattida Thimjapo

Senior Tennis Professional
Phone 9318 5864
email: chattida_t@hotmail.com

Lina Gomez

Recreation Dept.
Phone: 3511 8698
2016 March The Pinkun
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HKCC …………linking with the community
Visitors from Scotland

H

ong Kong
Cricket Club
welcomed the
Scotland National Men's
Cricket team to the Club
on Monday 25th January.
The Scotland team who
are competing against the
Hong Kong team for the
"Braidwood Cup Series'
made use of the Indoor
Cricket Centre, centre
wicket and outfield areas
prior to the ODI and 20/20
fixtures scheduled for the
final week of January at
the Mission Road Cricket
Ground. Both teams have qualified for the upcoming 20/20 World Cup to be played in India in March 2016 and the
Braidwood Cup Series has provided both teams to compete within the ICC Intercontinental Cup, ICC World Cricket
League Championship and 20/20 Internationals competitions.

A Visit from Po Leung Kuk

O

n Saturday 23rd January, we welcomed back Po
Leung Kuk School (PLK) to the Club and hosted
them through a range of activities, most
notably Hockey and Cricket.
“Po Leung” translates literally as protection of the young
and the innocent and represents the core values of the
organisation. The school supports and nurtures many
children who have had a difficult start in life, ensuring
they have the opportunity to truly flourish not just
academically but also through physical participation in
activities such as those we facilitated on this afternoon.
Whilst with us, the children are split into two groups
of ten. One group will start off playing hockey, and the
other group comes to play cricket. This time however
we had a special session for them, where we combined
cricket and dodge-ball into one game. We started off

10
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practising their throwing and catching skills, and then
put those skills into a game of Dodge-Ball Cricket. This
was a new experience for all of the children involved
and it was great to see them enjoying the game so
much. The skills they had built over time through
this collaboration were very much on show. Half way
through the session the two groups swapped, ensuring
all children receive equal exposure to as many different
games as possible and developing a whole array of skills
along the way.
Seeing the children enjoy these sessions is a huge part
as to why we do what we do, we very much look forward
to welcoming back Po Leung Kuk in the near future.
Miles Richardson
Cricket Coach

HKCC …………linking with the community

P

o Leung Kuk (PLK) children enjoyed a 2 hour
session of combined sports in our Multi Sports
Hall, with Oscar Goldman and Sam Manifold
facilitating the hockey part on behalf of our committed
D Team!
Approximately 20 children ranging from ages
7- 17 attended. Two groups of 10 children
alternated after 45 minutes between our hockey
programme and the cricket section's next door. There
were many familiar faces which was great to see. PLK
visit the Cricket Club on a fairly regular basis every
two to three months. This programme is extremely
rewarding for all those involved with the kids always
giving 100%; though not always in the manner one
would expect! In this respect they are not unlike
many of our D team players! Most have very limited
English but do their best to understand whilst playing
games they might have never played before. Even
when wires get crossed, it is lots of fun and the most
hard hearted would soften watching them launch
themselves at the ball, and sometimes at each
other, laughing, shouting and screaming with joy.
In this session we introduced 'hockey baseball'. Two
teams of five; the idea being to field a hit ball onto
one of the three bases. If the hockey ball beats the
runner onto that base - then that player is out! After
a small break it was into a game of hockey with clear

instructions not to lift their sticks and not to kick the
ball as if it were a soccer ball! Most continue to grasp
the hockey concept well, holding the stick strongly with
two hands, some with obvious skills and good eye for
the ball. It is great to see the regular kids slowly develop
their stick skills as well as their understanding of the
game.
As with all children, if one gives them a bit of latitude
and respect they will happily learn things regardless of
the challenges.
As mentioned, this is a genuine commitment by our
Club. I would encourage any Member who is interested
in community activity to volunteer a couple of hours
every few months. It is extremely well organized and,
most importantly, lots of fun.
Sam Manifold
D Team (Capt)

Three Messages from TWGH Hok Shan School

We are pleased that the Hong Kong
Cricket Club came to Tung Wah
Groups of Hospital Hok Shan School
to teach our students to play cricket.
Cricket is a good activity. We hope
that we can play this sport again
in the future. Once more, we want
to thank you for your teaching. We
wish you a happy life.

I like playing cricket because it is
fun. I learn how to hit the ball and
how to play cricket according to the
rules. When we win, I am happy! I
enjoy learning basic skills because it
is very interesting.
By 6A Guo Jia Yan, Nina

I feel happy when I play cricket. It is
fun. I learn how to play cricket such
as catching and throwing the ball.
We also learn some cricket rules. I
like sports so I enjoy playing cricket.
It is good for health. It makes me fit
and strong.
By 6A Guo Jia Xing, Henry

By 4A Wang Yat Wang, Fergus
2016 March The Pinkun
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HKCC Sports Tour (Cricket, Golf, Hockey, Netball) – Chinese New Year

CRICKET
Foreword

H

KCC Australia Tour 2016: a sportsfest
of gargantuan proportions, featuring
Cricket, Golf, Hockey and Netball. Of
focus here – the cricket (and related activities).
It is a privilege to oversee its documentation and
I would like to thank Bob “The King” Bettridge for
honouring me with the duty, based on the composition
of an email I sent him that he described as “recalcitrant”.
I’m yet to look up the definition, but I presume it means
“brimming with journalistic potential”.
Ordinarily, a tour report would take the outbound flight
as its point of departure. However, being a keen airport
enthusiast, I couldn’t resist a couple of stop-offs at two
of Indonesia’s finest, so flew independently of the tour
group. At request, reviews of the Soekarno–Hatta and
Ngurah Rai International Airports will feature in next
month’s Pinkun.
So, in my absence, I called upon Plucka to be my eyes
and ears on the flight, and report back with any highaltitude anecdotes. Quite appallingly, however, he
spent the journey quarantined in Angus Robson’s bag;
for which he would rightly incur a fine, disbursed by
father Sean, later that evening. Prior to entering solitary
confinement, Plucka did spot a small cluster of tourists
sneaking into Chek Lap Kok’s Qantas lounge… Perhaps
most notable amongst them was the eldest Lamplough,
who is charged not just with team avoidance, but with
family avoidance, as Gianluca, Giacomo and Marina
were all left outside to mingle with the riff-raff.
8am on 5th February, I met the tour party as they arrived
at Melbourne’s Tullamarine Airport, one wallet lighter
but with a few extra bags – dark ones, under their eyes.
By contrast, their polos were a dazzling canary yellow.
Occupying either sleeve of these hi-viz polos, a red fruit
set on a purple backdrop popping majestically off the
luminous polyester – I refer, of course, to the logo of our
venerated tour sponsor, StrawberryNET.
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Bob “The King” Bettridge was swift in rallying his loyal
subjects and herding them onto the bus. We were driven
by chauffeur supreme Adrian Dowdell via Rydges St.
Kilda, for a bag drop, and straight to Brighton CC for
HKCC’s opening duel of the tour. It is at this point that
I pass you over to Royce McDonald for his account of
proceedings at the Brighton Beach Oval. Read on for
reports of the subsequent seven matches from the
respective captains*.
*It bears noting that John Rafter and I did not captain
the teams at the MCG and SCG respectively (though I’m
sure it was taken into serious consideration). The skipper
on both occasions was, perhaps more fittingly, Captain
of Cricket, Paul Watkins.
Charles McInerney

MELBOURNE 2016

Brighton CC vs HKCC Oz @
Brighton Beach Oval –
Friday 5th February 2016

I

t was a fine Friday morning when HKCC arrived in
sunny (yes sunny, no clouds) Melbourne to play its
first game of the tour to Melbourne and Sydney. A
collective 7 hours’ sleep on the plane from the squad
proved a challenge to the HKCC team.
The first game saw us up against Melbourne Sub-District
Cricket Team Brighton CC, a Club rich in history and
established in 1842. Next year they will celebrate their
175th anniversary and MCC (Melbourne CC) will travel
by boat to play them as they did 175 years ago. A fine
tradition.
Brighton CC’s ground is located next to the beach with
a nice cool breeze off the ocean all day and metro trains
causing us to stop as they passed, acting as a moving
sightscreen. Brighton CC has produced 10 test cricketers
and 44 first-class players in its history. It has also hosted
the first touring team from England in the late 1800s and
also the first game between England and an Australian
Aboriginal cricket team in the same era. It was the first
time HKCC had played Brighton, so was history in the
making?
Brighton CC was captained by Chris Rushworth, England
County Cricket Bowler of the Year from Durham; HKCC
by someone much less famous. The Captains tossed the
coin and Brighton were sent into bat.
Giacomo B.L. Lamplough and Angus Robson opened for
HKCC with 0-48 on the board after 8 overs. Dave Adnams
was brought into the attack but the runs kept flowing.
A couple of chances went begging as some tired eyes
had trouble adjusting to the bright sunny conditions
(at least that’s what Dave Adnams said, as he dropped

a boundary catch for 6!) Isaac Poole entered to try to
slow down the pace and the flow of runs. Brighton were
0-120 after 18 overs. We were chasing leather all over
the park and down some roads also! Luckily, the six 6s
hit by Brighton managed to miss trains,
planes and automobiles.
The McDonalds came on and bowled
in tandem capturing the first 4 wickets.
The first wicket saw what has to be a
classic catch from “I can catch anything”
Giacomo Lamplough. A skied shot down
the ground saw Giacomo sprint about
30 metres from mid-on, leap midair and slide along the ground, arms
outstretched, to take the first wicket.
There was a standing ovation from all at the ground, it
was a really superb catch. Brenton McDonald bowled
exceptionally well, taking wickets but also economically,
at one stage had 3-15 off 6 overs! Not to be outdone,
we later saw two excellent run outs – a direct hit from
Isaac and then Giacomo, saw Brighton restricted from
1-150 at 20 overs to 6-246 at the 40-over break. Notable
bowlers were Brenton McDonald 3-24 and Royce
McDonald 1-41 off 8 overs each.
Now came the run chase at 6+ per over on a large
ground - possible but challenging. David Varley and Isaac
Poole took on the challenge. David anchored one end
and, with his usual speed, reached 4 off 20 balls before
getting out caught. Isaac meanwhile was keeping us in
the game scoring 22 off the first 39-run partnership.
Scotty joined Isaac and we were looking good at 1-105
at 18 overs. Needing only 137 off 22 we were on target.
Isaac made a fine 50 off 50 balls but got out next ball.
Our wickets started to tumble and overs were consumed
with Giacomo out for 4, followed by Wrighty and Bob
Bettridge and, at 28 overs, HKCC was stalled at 5-149.
The run rate was now over 8. Scotty tried to hit out and
keep us in the chase with a fine 72 off 64 balls including
nine 4’s before holing out. Finally we were all out for 173
in the 34th over. Notable batting efforts were Scotty’s
72 and Isaac Poole’s 50. The other nine players could
not get into double figures. Most scored around their
sleeping hours on the plane and with everyone scared of
getting Plucka, no one made a duck!
A good competitive game was enjoyed by all with a
great lunch and fines session afterwards.
Royce McDonald
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HKCC Exiles vs HKCC Oz @
Xavier College –
Sunday 7th February 2016

the innings all out 13/181 off 34.2 overs. Key bowling
performances for the Exiles were Max Tucker 4 overs
2/7, Chris Gillard 4 overs 3/27, Stuart Brew 3 overs 2/14,
Mal Costain 6 overs 2/42.
An innings break provided much needed
respite from the heat and HKCC General
Manager Rick Coate providing fresh
meat and salad rolls which were washed
down with Melbourne’s own Victoria and
Melbourne Bitter.

O

n what became a sultry Sunday afternoon the
Hong Kong Cricket Club Tourists played the
HKCC Exiles. The Exiles were made up of past
Hong Kong Cricketers from the Hong Kong Cricket Club
(mainly the Nomads) many who had travelled interstate
and from New Zealand to be part of the inaugural event.
The toss which was basically an agreement that had
been made the night before at the Old James Squire’s
Brewery at Docklands when it was decided that the
Hong Kong Tourists would bat first, the decision made
based on the Exiles Captain being worried about the
performances of his own team mates.
The match was played at Xavier College Grammar in
Melbourne’s Western Districts and was organised by old
boy Chris O’Sullivan aka “Sully”. Xavier College produced
another perfect ground for the Tourists, surrounded
by facilities you would expect from an elite boarding
college.
After a slight delay exchanging a baseball mitt for a pair
of cricket gloves and another delay in finding cricket
pads, the game was underway. Wickets began to tumble
quickly for the Tourists with Travis Smithson holding
his ground to make a well played 35 off 37 balls before
being caught off the bowling of Michael Jamieson.
It was then decided to bat all the men we had in the
shed and allow last man standing to keep the game
going whilst allowing us to post a competitive total.
The tail did wag with father and son Royce and Brenton
McDonald making 30 and 27 respectively to close
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Hong Kong International Representative,
Tim Smart, joined fellow Nomad Chris
O’Sullivan to open the innings of the Exiles
- both players held their rusty nerve to
make double figures. A well-orchestrated
bowling change with Royce McDonald
brought about the breakthrough claiming
the wicket of Smarty (19) thanks to a welljudged catch taken by John Rafter. Soon after, Sully (16)
joined his fellow opener in the shed after being caught
by HKCC Club coach Miles Richardson off the bowling of
Elliot Andrews.
The former Nomads representing the Exiles continued
to punish the Hong Kong Tourists with John Powell (18),
Max Tucker (46) and Man of the Match Stewart Brew
(72*) building the runs quickly to chase down the total
with 5 overs to spare. The match continued until the 35
overs were all bowled, enabling those that hadn’t batted
to enjoy time in the middle.
The game was played in great spirit with all the banter
you would expect from mate-ship within an overseas
club witnessed by families who have always been there
to support club cricket.
Many thanks to all the Exiles who travelled to represent
the past Hong Kong Cricket Club players, namely Chris
O’Sullivan who arranged the venue for us.
This is expected to become a permanent fixture in the
Australian touring calendar and I am very proud to have
been given the opportunity to captain such a great
fixture.
HKCC Exiles 1 / HKCC Tourists 0
Luke Rewega

MELBOURNE 2016

Melbourne CC XXIX Club vs
HKCC Oz @ Albert Ground –
Monday 8th February 2016

Watko departed for a brilliant and selfless 94. Suddenly
a few run outs and dot balls, and the HKCC lost 4/10
losing the valuable Poole and Scotty as well. Rowan
swung high and hard for a well-made 49*, and Travis
tried to do the impossible, but it wasn’t enough and we
fell 7 runs short. All credit goes to the experienced and
crafty MCC 29ers who pulled the game back, and played
better in the last part of the game.
A few beers with the opposition, a lovely BBQ and a
thirst ignited to have another crack at MCC 29ers next
time we tour Melbourne.
Massive thanks Statto for scoring, and Bob for putting
the game together. And finally to the Albert Ground –
you are amazing!!!!!!
David Varley

T

he MCC XXIX Club was formed in 1956 by a
group of MCC senior players of the day who
wanted to play pleasant social cricket. And on
Monday 10th February at the beautiful Albert Ground,
that’s exactly what we achieved – social cricket, played
in the right spirit between two teams very keen to win.
Captain Varls for the day lost the toss and HKCC bowled
– and led by MCC’s star Andrew Kent, HKCC were soon
under pressure as Kent took control on a hard, bouncy
pitch. At the other end was former Australian Batsman
Julian Weiner who, regardless of age (60+), showed his
class and style to accumulate runs.
Despite the best efforts of the Robbo Family, Elliot
and Lukie Rewega, it was Dr. Poole’s off spin and John
Rafter’s skill in the field which brought about Kent’s
downfall and halted the momentum of MCC. From there,
HKCC pegged back MCC due to the class and patience of
Poole (4 wickets) and Dave Adnams (2 wickets), followed
by Lukie Rewega (2 wickets) and some good team run
outs.
From a likely score of 220+, we kept MCC 29ers to 184 in
35 overs. A good score on a very large ground. A difficult
chase but not impossible.
Varley and Watkins opened up, putting on 70, before
the Captain departed for 21. Watko was on fire, striking
it as well as his famous knock in the 2009 Arundel Castle
game. HKCC seemed well on top, with Sydney Star
Rowan Hamman showing his class at the other end.
HKCC 1/145 with 40 runs needed off 6 overs.
A few tight overs put the pressure back on HKCC, and
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Kingston Hawthorn CC vs HKCC Oz
@ Kingston Hawthorn CC –
Tuesday 9th February 2016

O

ur fourth fixture in Melbourne took us to
Walter Galt Reserve, the home of Kingston
Hawthorn Cricket Club and the old stomping
ground of our very own Mark Wright (cheers Wrighty
for helping to organise an outstanding venue and
opposition!). Some heavy traffic left us arriving very
close to the starting time and our pre-match warm-up
was sadly lacking compared with the hosts – KHCC had
set out a pretty impressive cone formation while HKCC
was left with just enough time to throw on some whites.
Kingston City Council Mayor Tamsin Bearsley tossed
the coin, HKCC won and opted to bat in the first of the
Twenty-20 format matches for the tour.
Royce McDonald and Elliot Andrews took to the crease
and provided a steady start against some solid bowling.
The score ticked along and at the halfway mark of the
innings we were 4-45 off 10 overs. Elliot, Giacomo
“Guacamole” Lamplough and Champage Charlie
McInerney all made reasonable starts but failed to fire
– Scotty just failed to fire – starting a love-affair with
Plucka that was to last several days.
At some stage during the innings the Golfers turned
up (special mention to Bobby, Watko and Stormy) and
provided sensible and constructive advice on the shorter
format game. Royce, who had provided the backbone
of the innings with wickets falling, carried on steadily.
That allowed our ringer Miles “Milo” Richardson to
pick up the scoring rate from the other end. When Milo
departed in the 16th over with 36 off just 25 deliveries,
the score had raced along to be 5-96. Some late hitting
by Isaac (30), Anton “the Wobble” Buntin (11) and
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Luke “Angry Pills” Rewega (7) got the score up to a
respectable 148 off the 20.
KHCC had put together a strong batting attack and we
knew we would need to be on the ball from the first over
to be competitive.
Milo opened up and
bowled heat, with
Isaac at the other end.
After 4 overs, KHCC
were struggling at
1-20.
The Wobble picked
up a couple of crucial
wickets in the middle
part of the innings,
and the game looked
balanced with KHCC at 4-60 off 10. Angry and Brenton
McDonald bowled very tightly with discipline, picking
up a wicket a-piece and, alongside some tight fielding,
restricted the hosts’ run rate. KHCC found themselves at
5-87 off 14, with the game now evenly poised.
Milo came back on and bowled genuine gas, ably
assisted by the fading light as the Melbourne twilight
set in. The feeling of the game had started to turn, the
crowd had noticed and were thoroughly enjoying postgolf refreshments, and KHCC were left with 49 runs to
hit off the last 4 overs. Guacamole and Isaac were left
the task of seeing off any late charge – a task that never
looked in doubt after Giacomo restricted his two overs
to just 10 runs. The nerves were clearly getting to Isaac
– going for 14 off the third last over and then attempting
to catch an outfield flier with his throat – but in the end
the Hong Kong Cricket Club’s target of 148 proved too
much. KHCC at 8-127 off 20. Well done to all the guys –
the first win of the tour!
A huge thanks to KHCC who were fantastic hosts and
put on an excellent feast. The Kingston lads were
quick to mix with the HKCC boys at dinner and it was
a privilege also to be joined not only by Kingston City
Council Mayor Tamsin Bearsley, but also Cricket Victoria
Chairman Russell Thomas and Victoria Sub-District
Cricket Association Vice President Jack Sheehan – a
testament to the significance of this fixture, one we
hope is repeated in years to come.
Isaac Poole

MELBOURNE 2016

Melbourne CC vs HKCC Oz
@ Melbourne Cricket Ground –
Wednesday 10th February 2016

W

ednesday 10th February 2016 brought about
one of the highlight fixtures of any great
HKCC tour being the match between HKCC
and the MCC and on the hallowed turf of the Melbourne
Cricket Ground. The team arrived early to an overcast
Melbourne morning in all its splendour and livery and
strode through the walkways from deep within the
ground into what can only be described as one of the
most breathtaking sporting coliseums on the planet.

team through the barriers like an
unstoppable anti-guacamole force
ready to trounce all in its wake. But,
unfortunately, for Gus Robson the
guacamole was a bridge too far and
couldn’t leave the sanctuary of his
hotel room, so Isaac “Cinderella Story” Poole got yet
another call up and was ready to do battle.
After a stirring pre-game speech by Watko, Miles took
the new ball and began steaming in from the Members
End hitting his line and length immediately with good
wheels and had the young MCC openers hopping around
uncomfortably.

Members of the squad could be seen wandering out
to what must be one of the most intimidating middles
in world cricket and could only gaze in awe at the
sheer size of the surrounding stands, imagining in pure
bewilderment what it must be like to stride out into
this behemoth of a sporting stadium with a hundred
thousand screaming fans.

None more so than with the fifth ball of his first over
which jagged from middle and off to take the top of the
off stump in what could only be described as a McGrath
like delivery. Amazing scenes and HKCC on fire with one
down in the first over. With the dismissal being replayed
over and over on screens the size of a small mountain,
emotions were riding high.

With that and following a barrage of Bettridge-arazzi
pics that even Kanye would have been proud of (note to
Bob - mate, the zoom doesn’t work by walking closer to
or farther away from the subject - just saying!) the team
retreated into the gargantuan belly of the G and took up
readying positions in the enormous change rooms for
battle.

Dave “The Alf” Adnams then steamed in opening from
the Southern Stand end, and despite the “Left Arm
Fast Medium” leaving the majority of the crowd rather
perplexed, kept up the pressure with good lines and
leaving very little for the batsman to feast on.

Captain for the Day, Paul Watkins, strode out to the
middle resplendent in full dress whites, blazer and
a one of a kind HKCC cap adorned in gold and silver
embroidery he had especially made for the occasion.
Months before, in anticipation of today’s game and
to ensure an HKCC victory, Watko even had the newly
made cap blessed by the local Wong Nai Chung Gap
soothsayer who only comes down from the mountains
once a year in order to harvest blooming dragonflies
found around the ground, only at the beginning of every
season.
However, unfortunately for Watko the soothsayer must
have been off his game as he trudged into the rooms
with the MCC winning the toss and confidently electing
to bat first, most likely having somehow had the inside
track that the HKCC spearhead Miles “More Facebook
status updates than Miley Cyrus” Richardson was
suffering from the dreaded guacamole bug which was
making its way through the team.
HKCC took the field with Miles’ morning status update
of “I am a survivor, bring on the G” powering the

The MCC captain and Big Bash player Michael Hill then
joined his opener in the middle and in the third over
with Miles again steaming in, threw a wide full toss
outside off stump which the MCC skipper smashed like a
meteor to backward point which was somehow caught
volleyball style and HKCC were on fire yet again. Massive
wicket and the hosts reeling on 2 for 17 in the third over.
MCC then steadied the ship with two key partnerships of
82 and 80 taking the home side to 4 for 179 in the 39th
over. HKCC had managed to keep the run rate to a very
respectable 4.5 an over at this point with key spells from
Elliot Andrews, Sean Robson and Isaac Poole. Andrews
was very keen to impress, particularly on the big screen,
in order to cement his position in the New Balance 2017
(summer edition) catalogue and bowled a very wily spell
and unlucky to take a wicket. Robson also very unlucky
not to take a wicket, regularly hitting a superb line and
length offering the batsman little scoring opportunities.
Richardson, Adnams and Poole were the three-wicket
takers with 3, 3, and 2 respectively and overall, it was
an exceptional bowling and fielding performance from
HKCC. HKCC managing to keep the hosts to only 226 off
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Action and Supporters at the MCG – 10th February
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50 overs leaving the Club a very gettable 4.54 an over to
secure a memorable win.
Following a delightful lunch, the Tourists set about
their reply with Watkins and David “I’ll wear my scarf
in 40 degree heat” Varley opening the innings to a fiery
barrage from MCC 1st grade opening bowler Pat Smith
and seamer Glenn Hannah. The openers were doing a
great job in seeing off the pair when Smith got one of his
thunderbolts through Watkins, the Tourists losing their
first wicket with the score on only 8.
Joining Varley in the middle and with Smith only getting
quicker with the new ball was Rowan Hamman who,
after surviving a very uncomfortable first over from
Smith, was able to settle down and go about his business
with Varley playing an anchor role at the other end.
Hamman played a superb Goweresque innings
dispatching the MCC bowlers to all parts of the ground
and was able to pull back the increasing required run
rate. Hamman proved to be the backbone of the HKCC
response, compiling an exceptional 88 from 93 balls and,
apart from an early scare in his first over, never looked
troubled by the MCC attack.
Varley also played very well in true Varley form with 27
from 58 balls, anchoring the innings and playing a key
part in his partnership of 104 with Hamman, before
being dismissed in the 26th over. Into the mix now came
Scotty “Two sizes too small shirts” McKechnie who was
looking for big runs on the G. Unfortunately, the pace
of Smith and the added weight of the GoPro attached
to his helmet proved too much and overbalancing into
a straight drive left him rapped on the pads and given
LBW.
Hamman was then out in the 32nd over with Rafter
shortly after in the 33rd and the Tourists now starting
to look a little shaky at 5 for 156. Looking for another
key partnership Andrews (controversially not going out
to bat with a NB willow) joined Giacomo “outbreak
monkey/guacamole” Lamplough and started to rebuild
with another key partnership of 30 before Giacomo was
dismissed for a well-made 23.

Joining Isaac Poole who was going along nicely for the
final wicket was Dave Adnams and, with HKCC needing
only 12 off the final 11 balls, a nail biter was guaranteed.
Adnams capable of anything with the bat managed
to play an incredible reverse cut shot for four in the
penultimate over and combining with Poole had the
tourists within 2 runs of victory going into the final over.
With Smith back into the attack and bowling reverse
swinging thunderbolts Isaac took up guard for a fitting
final over with HKCC needing only 2 for a memorable
victory. Unfortunately, however, it wasn’t to be
with Smith’s second ball, a quick low slung full toss
thundering into Isaac’s pads leaving the umpire with
no hesitation in adjudging him in-front. Jubilant scenes
from the MCC players as the finger went up which
clearly showed what the fixture and the victory meant
to them, a very positive take away for HKCC.
All in all an exceptional and highly competitive game of
cricket with notable performances on both sides and
one which was played in the best of sprit. A truly once
in a lifetime ‘bucket list’ experience for all those involved
to be able to play in such a world class and special arena
and against very high quality opposition.
An incredible day was capped off by a spectacular
evening when all members of the HKCC touring squads
were hosted by the MCC for a full sit down dinner
and drinks in the magnificent MCG Long Room. All
Tourists were warmly greeted by the MCC and treated
to an unforgettable evening with the MCG turf lit up,
especially for the dinner, making a spectacular backdrop.
Sincere thanks must be given to MCC Chairman Stephen
Smith for his warm hospitality and kind gift and to the
MCC as a whole for an unforgettable day and evening.
We look forward to hosting MCC touring sides in the
future and reversing today’s result.
John Rafter

HKCC now needing only 40 off the last 9.5 overs with 4
wickets to spare – however, again lost wickets in clusters
with Andrews belting one straight to mid-off in the
44th over and Miles and George departing after valiant
efforts in the 47th and 49th overs respectively.
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Oakleigh CC vs HKCC Oz @
Warrawee Park –
Thursday 11th February 2016

to get a win for HKCC. What followed was a great night
in the clubrooms looking over the pitch, a top class
BBQ and some great wine. A huge thank you to Jarod
Travaglia for organizing the fixture and the event with
Wrighty. It was incredibly well put together and a great
way to finish the Melbourne leg of the tour.
Special mention to Gerry Ginnivan for taking up his son’s
slack and joining the tour.
Elliot Andrews

W

e arrived at Oakleigh 2 hours early to warm
up for the second of our 20/20 matches
under lights, fairly confident we were going
to double our number of wins on tour. Oakleigh was
testing out their facilities for the upcoming final the
following Tuesday, so were understandably in a good
vein of form. After losing the toss (well, being told
to bowl) we went out with the pink ball and young
Robson and Bunton spearheading the attack. In quick
succession, they were two down with 3 on the board,
our tails were up… That was about the last time we were
in the game.
From then on, it was somewhat of a masterclass, as our
bowling was hit to all corners of the extremely large
boundary. We didn’t manage another wicket as three
of their batsmen retired to bring in the fresh hitters,
finishing a very high 162/2.
Halftime brought some high quality entertainment as it
was the turn of the local kids to show HKCC how to play
cricket, with catching games using a modified bowling
machine and tennis balls. The BBQ was loaded and,
given the way the second half was about to play out, I
think some of us had eyes on it and not the ball.
We went out to bat facing the mammoth total, hoping
their bowling wasn’t half as good as their batting which
again proved incorrect. They bowled with exceptional
control, mixed with some very good fielding, very poor
shot selection and running between wickets (John Rafter
barbequed the King of Australia, debatably on purpose)
to have us all out 84.
We very quickly put the cricket behind us and most of
the team tried their hand at the makeshift hole in one
competition on the field – we weren’t very good at that
either, even our resident pro, Stormy, couldn’t manage
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SCG XI vs HKCC Oz @ Sydney
University –
Friday 12th February 2016

This photo did not quite make Page 1 of The Pinkun but, as you
can see, standing: Marina Lamplough, Jeanette and Sean Robson,
Isaac and Tia Poole seated: Sian Dowd, Scott McKechnie, Charles
McInerney and Gianluca Lamplough (dislocated shoulder) all
enjoyed the fabulous dinner and restaurant surroundings, courtesy
of StrawberryNet at the sponsor’s dinner – located on the
historical University of Sydney No.1 cricket ground.

W

e were greeted with yet another beautiful
cricket ground on our Australian Tour. This
time it was the ‘Number 1 Oval’ at Sydney
University. Surrounded by mature trees, with the
impressive college buildings in the background, the sun
drenched oval was completed by a quaint, perfectly
painted, knee high, railed fence.
“I painted that fence one summer holiday,” said SCG XI
skipper, Jeremy Hook. “It took me ages.” Imagine
painting both sides of a cricket boundary fence – around
the entire ground, on your own… But, in the world of
T20 cricket, there is no time to pause or deliberate, so
within moments I had won the toss and chosen to bat
with the aim of ‘putting runs on the board’.
The top of the batting order read:
1. G Lamplough
2. G Lamplough
3. G Lamplough
If we lost just one wicket in our 20 overs and the above
three bowled the opposition out for less than we scored
in 9 overs or less, then G Lamplough x 3 would win the
game for us. There’s a thought!
Gianluca and Giacomo opened against some tidy
bowling. Momentum gathered and the brothers
created a partnership of 52 before Gianluca was bowled
for 19. Two balls earlier he had struck a sweet six

over long on – a shot that would earn him the HKCC
‘champagne moment of the match.’ The Lamplough
show continued as George joined Giacomo and both
were eager to accelerate the scoring. George fell for a
selfless couple, while Giacomo hit a solid 31 – the victim
of ex-HKCC stalwart, Mark Fuzes. The Silver Fox, Matt
Twomey, smashed a quick 17 and along with Isaac and
Charles ‘Macca’ McInerney, ably supported coach Scott
McKechnie whose stylish and belligerent strokeplay took
us to a respectable 150 total. Scott finished unbeaten on
54 from 30 balls.
Their opener suffered the fate of being ‘caught G
Lamplough, bowled G Lamplough’ off the first ball of the
innings. Anton ‘The Wobble’ Buntin claimed the next
wicket with the SCG XI score on 45 from 6 overs. That
brought together the game’s decisive partnership of 62
between Matthew Rodgers (61*) and Dale Scifleet who
was superbly run out by Charles and Scotty for 53 with
the score on 127. A run later, Silver Fox fielded well to
ensure their skipper, Jeremy Hook, was run out for his
first ever ‘diamond duck’. A glimmer of hope was created
for us but, despite the fine efforts of bowlers Brenton
MacDonald (3 overs for 24) Luke Rewega’s excellent 4
overs for 21 and Isaac’s 3.3 for 23, the SCGXI won in the
last over with Fuzzy hitting the winning runs – ironically,
something he did many times for us during his time at
HKCC.
Special mention and thanks from me go to Marina
Lamplough who fielded so well, having replaced her
brother, Gianluca, after he was injured diving in the
field.
On behalf of HKCC, may I pay tribute to the fine work of
umpires, Arthur Watson and John Edwards and scorers
Ian Wright and our very own Justin Fletcher who made it
all look very easy.
I must thank Rossco Barrat, SCG Special Events Manager,
who arranged every minute detail- from ensuring we
had towels and sunscreen to carrying out the role of MC
and catering manager for the evening.
The excellent dinner was a reflection of the great spirit
of the game with awards being made by both Captains
and Umpire Arthur Watson. Meanwhile the obligatory
photographs were taken by our outstanding Tour
Manager, Bob Bettridge, whose every photo we are
led to believe will appear on the… ‘front page of The
Pinkun’!
Sean Robson
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SCG XI vs HKCC Oz @ Sydney
Cricket Ground –
Saturday 13th February 2016

A

nd so, the eighth and final game of a gruelling
but rewarding ten-day tour – at the SCG,
against the SCG XI. The night before was a quiet
one; all were back at the hotel at the civilised time
of 11.30pm. A few capped the night at the lobby bar,
where glasses of pinot noir were punctuated by some
gentle StrawberryNET promotion aimed at neighbouring
Rydges lodgers – willing recipients of the last purple
watch to be offloaded to prospective patrons of our
esteemed tour sponsor.
Next morning, the team, with supporters in tow,
boarded the bus at 8.15am prompt. Results so far had,
for the most part, not gone the way of HKCC and, with
the boys still reeling from an agonising 1-run defeat at
the MCG, the journey was characterised by a hushed
sense of determination. Blue skies abounded as the bus
pulled up outside the Members Gate at 8.50am. With
the gate not authorised to open until 9am, the team
alighted the bus and spent ten minutes acclimatising
under the scorching Sydney sun.
We were permitted entry at 9am, to the millisecond, by
host extraordinaire Rossco Barrat. This attention to detail
would be a feature throughout the day, exemplified no
better than upon entry to the visitors' changing room,
where each player was greeted by a personal sun cream
and, particularly remarkable, custom embroidered
towels to mark the occasion! Still adorning their “number
ones”, the team took to the field to soak up the milieu of
their cricketing home for the day. While the SCG may not
boast the magnitude of its Melbourne counterpart, it
more than compensates in its breath-taking and historic
character.
With photos taken and formalities observed, the toss
was won by SCG XI who, somewhat surprisingly, sent
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HKCC into bat. Enter Paul “Watko” Watkins and Isaac
“Prozac” Poole. Facing up to a bowling attack containing
two of cricket’s pre-eminent Stuarts, Clark and MacGill –
amassers of a combined 302 test wickets for Australia –
as well as a Dale Scifleet bowling in excess of 130kph,
the opening pair put on a truly superb
stand of 145. The pragmatic Prozac
provided the perfect foil for Watko’s
effortless elegance, in a partnership
that laid the foundations for a highly
competitive first innings total. Watko’s
departure in the 30th over brought Scott
McKechnie to the crease whose dynamic
hitting – including a paddle sweep on his
first encounter with a less-than-impressed
MacGill – swung the momentum further in
HKCC’s favour. SCG XI remained disciplined
throughout though, never allowing the run
rate to surpass five. We would eventually
finish on 240/6 (6/240 for the Antipodeans
amongst us) thanks in large part to a
Watko 88, Prozac 54 and McKechnie 63. At the halfway
stage, the game was in the balance.
The teams sat down for lunch in the marvellous
Members Pavilion Dining Room, where athletic staples
including butter chicken and frisbee-sized naan bread
were served. The reporter took three helpings to ensure
a sustained burst of energy for 50 overs of high-intensity
fielding.
The second innings started well for HKCC, who had SCG
XI 1/1 (1/1 for the Antipodeans amongst us…) after
three overs; the wicket courtesy of an angry Miles “Milo”
Richardson who, prior to bowling the ball, was sent back
by the batsman to the beginning of his run up, which
I believe was situated somewhere in rural New South
Wales. This brought Scifleet to the crease who dealt
some lusty blows on his way to a quick 67, supported by
opener Smith (37). Both would be removed by Brenton
“Macca” McDonald, following which HKCC were firmly in
the ascendancy. A tight performance, both with the ball
and in the field, saw SCG XI bowled out (all 12 of them)
for 193. Milo and Macca picked up three each; the
older, wiser McDonald - Royce - bagged two; Giacomo
“Guacamole” Lamplough, Anton “The Wobble/Lime
Green” Buntin and Mark “Wrighty” Wright chipped in
with one each.
With HKCC’s pride salvaged at the final hurdle, the boys
joined the oppo in the home dressing room for a beer
before being escorted to SCG Trust’s Suite overlooking
the ground where another delectable spread awaited
them, as well as a brief history of the “baggy green”
(courtesy of Michael Fahey whose book, ‘The Baggy
Green’, can be purchased online or bestowed free of
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charge should you happen to be at the same function).
A fantastic night and a fitting end to a wonderful tour.
Huge gratitude goes to SCG XI chairman, Neil Maxwell,
the previously mentioned Rossco Barrat and the SCG
Trust for putting on a truly memorable day and providing
consummate hospitality throughout. We look forward
to the prospect of returning the favour in 2017.
And a special mention also to our Match Umpires,
Darren McMartin and Malcolm Campbell, for keeping
eye over an excellent day’s cricket that was played in a
spirit befitting its venue.
Charles McInerney

Afterword
What a tour! Eight games of highly competitive cricket
played in exactly the right spirit and in some truly
astonishing venues. We may have come away with two
wins and six defeats, but touring is not just about the
results on the field. It’s also what happens off the field
that makes it great; it is about the Club forging new
relationships and strengthening existing ones. In that
sense, this tour was an unequivocal success.

Of course, excursions of this magnitude would not
be possible without a huge amount of work behind
the scenes in the preceding months. For that we are
indebted to Bob “The King” Bettridge and his assistant,
Noel Fung, who were fantastically supported by the
HKCC General Committee of whom Gavin Erasmus,
George Lamplough, Paul Watkins and John Webb were
on tour; also to countless HKCC staff and coaches who
were represented in Australia by Mark Wright, Scott
McKechnie and super-sub Miles Richardson. Thank you
to Rodney Miles and his company StrawberryNET for
their sponsorship, without which, such an incredible
opportunity would not be affordable. Thanks also
to Justin “Statto” Fletcher and his various scorebox
partners for their impeccable scoring throughout. And
thank you to all the wives, partners, family members
and friends for their unwavering support from start to
finish.
Finally, on behalf of HKCC, I’d like to extend our
sincerest gratitude to all those in Melbourne and
Sydney – hosts, players, drivers, et al – for their
contributions to what was a marvellous tour filled with
countless memorable moments and experiences.
Though I do wish I could forget that horrendous
guacamole song!
Charles McInerney

Presentation and Gathering at MCG
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Tuesday Match Kingston Heath

Early 6.00am departure to play at Australia premier golf
course which was, quite honestly,in perfect condition.
After a full briefing we all split up to start on different
holes promptly at 8.00am.
Matches were all pretty close with the final results listed
below;

Golf

D

eparting cold, damp Hong Kong on a dreary
Thursday, the party rejoiced in clear blue skies
and a burning hot sun. Unlike the previous
trip, we arrived with shirts for everyone, so we were
already off to a good start.
No golf on Friday meant watching some Cricket and
walking around, breathing the fresh air and enjoying the
space one is not used to these days.

Saturday Ocean Course National

Tough course first up with super fast greens. Test of
fitness walking up and down the hills with lots of uneven
lies.
Best score of 35 Stan Bates from the MCC, John Webb
was our highest scorer with 30 points.
All in all, a delightful course and location.
The evening was taken up with the Chairman’s Dinner
hosted by the river bank at Docklands where much food
and drink were consumed late into the night.

Sunday Victoria

Another belter of a day, another top course where the
best advice I can give is avoid the bunkers at all cost.
They are deep with little sand and tricky to get out of
with many of us taking two or more to extract ourselves.
Peter Kendall from the MCC had the best score with 36
points.
Sunday evening up to The Long Room at the MCG for
Welcome Cocktails and an opportunity to catch up with
old friends.

Monday Yara Yara

A good fun day out, lots of banter amongst us all and
some good bottles of red to follow.
Best score by the local member John Sheehan with 39,
Adrian Waters best score for HKCC with 34.
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Gavin Erasmus/John McNamara
Bob Bettridge/Reid Bettridge
Sue Webb/Ginny Smith
Martin Clinch/Terry Smith
Darren Tucker/Rowan Hamman
David Thorn/Rick Coate
Mark Wright/John Rafter
Elliot Andrews/David Adnams
Paul Watkins/Michael Jamieson
David Varley/Dean Alex
Peter Callaghan/John Webb
John Barry/Adrian Waters

ALL SQUARE
ALL SQUARE
WON 2 UP
WON 3 & 2
LOST 5 & 4
LOST 2 DOWN
LOST 2 DOWN
LOST 2 DOWN
LOST 1 DOWN
WON 4 & 2
LOST 5 & 4
WON 4 & 3

OVERALL SCORE MCC 7 HKCC 5
(almost but not quite)
In the individual event which ran alongside of the match,
notable performances from David Varley 44 points
winner C grade and Sue Webb 42 winner of the ladies
event.
A huge lunch followed by a heavy drinking session took
up the rest of the afternoon.

Wednesday Free Day

This was a catch up with sleep day and a chance to take
a stroll around the city.
The evening was the official dinner at the magnificent
MCG ground where all the sections got together. It was
1am before the last of us got removed to go home a
little the worse for wear.
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Saturday East Lake

We were down on numbers due to illness, injuries and
tiredness. Nevertheless, two groups played around this
fun course. The golf was not of the best quality, so I will
not mention the winning score.
The evening was spent at the Sydney Cricket Ground
enjoying a fine dinner in fabulous surroundings to round
off a long enjoyable week of golf.

Sunday return
Peter Kendall MCC, HKCC Captain of Cricket Paul Watkins, former
CoC Mike Jamieson And former President and Captain of Cricket
Terry Smith at Spring Valley

Thursday Spring Valley

Lovely little parkland course in great condition, like all
the others.
Jan Lovett 38 points from the MCC came out top with
Terry Smith 37 points HKCC best score.

Friday Bonnie Doons

A bunch of very sleepy tourists left 5.30am from the
hotel to catch the plane up to Sydney. On arrival, straight
to the golf course for our match against Sydney CG X1.
A last minute call-up was needed for Miles (who was
on his way to Bondi Beach) thanks for that, gave us 14 a
side.
Another baking hot day on a tight unforgiving course
awaited us. Could the golf team win in Australia for the
first time.
As well as a match, we had a PINK ball challenge which
involved each team starting with a pink ball and seeing
how far it would go before getting lost. Bob took
responsibility and promptly lost it off the first tee much
to the amusement of all, not a great start!!!

The plane departed at 11.30am with many weary
passengers in need of lots of rest.
Many thanks to all those who put in a lot of hard work
to make this such a successful trip.
Tour Leader Bob Bettridge - without him, none of this
would have happened. Also to his secretary Noel, who
does so much work behind the scenes.
Stan Bates from the MCC in Melbourne and Ross Barrat
who coordinated things down in Sydney were both an
enormous help in making things run smoothly.
It may well take a week at least to get over this.
Adrian Waters

Matches were tight throughout The results turned out
as follows;
Bob Bettridge/ John Webb
ALL SQUARE
Rob Richards/Peter Lemessurier
LOST 2 DOWN
Paul Watkins/Tim McMahon
WON 1 UP
Darren Tucker/Miles Richardson
WON 3/2
Steve Rowlinson/Adrian Waters
ALL SQUARE
John McNamara/Martin Clinch
WON 1 UP
Rowan Hamman/David Adnams
WON 5/3
Overall, HKCC victorious by 5 matches to 2, great effort
all round.
Macca was the successful captain on the day and
provided an entertaining speech to round off a great day
for the HKCC golfers.
2016 March The Pinkun
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and bringing a flurry of goals from Melbourne Chris, Tom
and John to bolster the scoreboard.
Hanna had some spectacular saves in goal, and defended
short corners valiantly, keeping our opposition to only
one goal in 3 matches.

HOCKEY
Heavily documented on Instagram, it’s appropriate
that we review the tour by hashtag…
First up, and most importantly - #justsaying

F

lying the flag for HKCC at MCC’s home pitch,
we came together with our fabulous honorary
members to bring home 3 from 3 wins against
MCC & St Kilda Powerhouse, including Tuesday night’s
trophy match.
Despite the searing Australian heat, we ran hard and
demonstrated great skill to get around two impressive
teams who brought their (acclimatised) A game. The
return of Julie King to our front line had the defence
trembling on their newly laid pitch as she ducked and
weaved skilfully around them. Dan as always made it
rain opportunities in centre mid with tremendous skills
and incredible strategic play. Gen, as sweeper, pushed
the play almost always into MCC’s half, keeping me very
busy in right mid. She was popping up everywhere to
bring amazing tackles and shots, including a successful
tap into goal (or, as she would like to call it, a ‘halfgoal’, but a goal is a goal is a goal!). Clare had tenacity
and great positioning into the back line, stopping many
skilful MCC and St Kilda plays.
Hong Kong Chris and his band of merry Melbourne men
and lady brought intuitive play and absolutely superb
shots to the pitch, cleaning up the opposition in the back
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One of our honorary members, Caroline, really put
it all on the line for the glory of HKCC as she suffered
a sprained ankle whilst tackling on Tuesday – we, of
course, administered first aid in the form of a sausage
sizzle & beer.

#superspectators
Basking in the honour of a victorious Sunday, we
conquered the Melbourne tram system to arrive at the
beautiful Albert Ground, where our cricketers were
taking on the MCC 29ers. It was there that we founded
the Scandinavian Cricket Awareness Program (SCAP), led
by Jules. We confirmed that the cricketers run between
the stumps, rather than around the cones surrounding
the boundary, and to clap when the cricket section claps.
We saw some super batting from Paul Watkins & Rowan
Hamman, and were lucky to join a delicious barbecue
dinner in the clubhouse.
Wednesday saw us stepping on to the hallowed pitch of
the MCG – the cathedral of Australian sport. It was an
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incredible experience as we stood looking up in to the
stands and felt the grass where so many iconic moments
have happened beneath our feet. The HKCC boys played
some tremendous cricket, and it was amazing to see the
names of our cricketers emblazoned on the big screen.
Dan & Chris are very busy and important but managed
to swing away from work for some time at the G – I’m
sure this was a happy coincidence in schedule and not
by design.
From the G, we went on an intrepid journey with our
chatty Uber driver, Banjo, to see the Netball. SCAP had
to be quickly modified to SNAP, as the rules of netball
were explained diligently by Gen. Our team played with
great skill and grit to bring home a fantastic win against
a top notch MCC team.

#squadgoals
As always – the Hockey Section was immaculately turned
out for all social occasions.
On Saturday evening, we attended the Chairman’s
Dinner at the stunning Docklands. Our best ‘marina
casual’ looks were accessorised by purple watches,
kindly gifted by tour sponsor StrawberryNet.com and
briefly by a kidnapped Plucka, duly returned for a
ransom of Pinot Grigio.
The boys looked very smart in their Club blazers at the
Cocktail Party in the spectacular Long Room – the MCC
provided some incredible canapes (the lamb!) and an
amazing view of the G.
The social zenith came on Wednesday night, with the
presentation dinner in the Members Dining Room of the
MCG. We had a superb night chatting with new and old

friends, and were the belles and beaux of the ball in our
best formal wear.

#eatingforperformance
We are of course international and socially responsible
athletes, and our bodies are temples only to be fuelled
by the finest local produce available.
The Chairman’s Dinner was perfectly aligned with our
nutritional philosophies, where we fuelled up with
protein and vegetables – in particular, party pies and
sauce, samosas and meatballs. To fuel our bodies with
the carbohydrates they need, Sunday was the day of
discovery for Cheesy Bread, Sausage Sizzles, Solo &
Watermelon (Gen’s lunch as St Kilda snaffled most of
the sausages). The trophy match was celebrated in fine
fashion with a dinner of Gelato Messina. And to solve a
mystery - Australia saw a previously unexplained spike in
wine sales that week – it was us contributing to the local
economy via several bottles of Sauvignon Blanc & Pinot
Grigio.
All in, the Melbourne Tour was an incredible experience
which we will all treasure for many years to come. The
opportunity to play amazing hockey alongside fantastic
friends, and the awe inspiring moments at the MCG
and further afield, was
unparalleled. Thank you
so very much to Gen
and the Tour Organising
committee for working
so hard to bring the
tour together.
As Julie King says HK…CC!!
Maddie Trussell

2016 March The Pinkun
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Tuesday:

NETBALL

T

he MCC Tour for the Netball section started off
quite slowly…. but finished with a bang!

CNY is always a difficult time for a ladies tour
with so many Mums in the section, but that didn’t stop
the diehards of Donna Baxter, Lauren Moran, Krystle
Edwards and Marina Lamplough from representing in
Red. With help from our old friend Clare Crewdson (who
now lives in Sydney), plus a celebrity appearance from
Lisel Varley, we then had to beg, borrow and steal to
field a team for each game.

Sunday:
The Trophy Match vs. MCC took place on Sunday 7th
February at the impressive State Netball and Hockey
Centre. Apparently aircon wasn’t necessary!?!?! It was
cooler warming up outside in the 35 degrees sun than
inside the stadium cum sauna! It wasn’t the start we
would have hoped for – Donna had food poisoning and
our substitutes were all running late, thanks must go to
Barbara Cox (our spectator) who donned the red and
jumped on the court to ensure the game could begin
with 7 players! Our under strength team was truly
outclassed by the MCC 1st’s and they have retained the
Trophy…. Till we meet again!
Our second game was played shortly after the trophy
match, once we were given a chance to catch our
breath. This was a much more exciting game and closer
match up with MCC beating the tired legs of HKCC 3430.
Thanks to the MCC ladies who hosted an afternoon tea
following the games. Pleasantries and plaques were
exchanged and the MVPs awarded to Jen Barrett (MCC)
and Krystle Edwards (HKCC).
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The 3rd game of the tour saw
us out to Aberfeldie Primary
School where we witnessed
the sisterly love/rivalry of
Donna and Trish when we
played Trish’s team, The Vic
Bullets. It was a close game
but with all the elements
against us – Melbourne
peak hour traffic, the setting
sun behind the goal post
and gusts of wind, we were
unable to trump the local side (31-36 to them). We did
however manage to make friends and steal some players
for our last game against MCC on the Wednesday!

Wednesday:
After 3 losses on tour the team was determined to
finish on a high. After sitting in the sun all morning
enjoying the cricket at the MCG we trekked back to the
State Netball & Hockey Centre for our final social match
against MCC. With our new friends from the Vic Bullets,
we triumphed 34 – 26!!
The true winner of the Tour though was the End of
Tour Function hosted by the MCC at the MCG! Pat
McCarthy was our guest; the first Australian Netball
Captain at the Inaugural World Cup in England 1956 and
Australian Netball Hall of Fame inductee. She is credited
with introducing passing on the run and had the most
entertaining stories of the good old days of netball and
touring by ship!
It was a fabulous tour and one that couldn’t have
happened without a number of people. From HKCC
please let me thank Donna Baxter (Tour organiser
extraordinaire), Robin Manihera (Legendary coach),
Lauren Moran (Captain my Captain), Cookie (The stat
man), Peta (Physio) and Kelly (Number 1 Fan).
Finally to our friends at MCC – Shelly White (MCC
Netball Chair), Linden Clarke (MCC Tour Coordinator)
Heather (Coach) and all of the players – Thank you so
much for your warm hospitality and sportsmanship
camaraderie! We cannot wait to welcome you back to
our shores in the future!
Krystle Edwards
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Sunglasses were a
necessity because of
the glare from the sun.

Shooters L to R warming up for the big game.
Marina, Krystle and Clare.
Our Support Crew

First game

MVPS of the Trophy match –
Krystle Edwards and Jen Barett
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THE SPORTS SHOP

“Keep Up with the 2016 Sevens!”
A Distinctive Range of Memorabilia
WAI BEI PLUSH TOY SMALL (HK-716-006)

TIES - Club Stripes (HK-716-002)

LIMITED EDITION SEVENS WATCH (HK-716-001)

05

02

60

05

15

45

10

50

55

RESISTANT

20

40

TZ MOVEMEN
AR
T
QU

50
M

INLESS STEE
STA
L

35

25

R
TE
WA

30

Limited Edition:
1 of 200

100%

Strap:
Nylon - Navy Blue
PMS 282c
Cold pour with 3d logo Red
PMS 1795c
Stitching Red
PMS 1795c

BUM BAG (HK-716-013)
HKD$ 750.00/pc

Limited Edition Sevens Watch

BACKPACK (HK-716-003)
BACKPACK (HK-716-003)

09

30

UMBRELLA (HK-716-015)

Tie – HKRFU stripes

Wai Bei Plush Toy Small

UMBRELLA (HK-716-015)

09

OPTION A

Option B

HKD$ 80.00/pc

HKD$ 250.00/pc

Option C

HKD$ 350.00/pc
HKD$ 350.00/pc

Backpack

Bum Bag
HKD$ 100.00/pc

Option A

• Teamshirt Magnet
• Wai Bei Silicone
Magnet
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HKD$ 150.00/pc

TOP VIEW

Umbrella

HKD$ 150.00/pc

• Sevens Pin
• Cufflinks
• Money Clip

TOP VIEW

INSIDE VIEW

INSIDE VIEW

Australia’s first bank,
here in Asia.
With more than 40 years’ experience in Asia, take advantage of our
strong local and regional knowledge and expertise. Whether you’re
investing in Australian or New Zealand property, or just need a
trusted banking partner in Asia and Australasia, Westpac can help.

Speak with one of our Relationship Managers today.
Hong Kong +852 2842 9888
Visit www.westpac.hk

Westpac Banking Corporation ABN 33 007 457 141 AFSL 233713. Westpac Hong Kong Branch
holds a banking licence and is subject to supervision by the Hong Kong Monetary Authority.
Westpac Hong Kong branch also holds a licence issued by the Hong Kong Securities and
Futures Commission (SFC) for Type 1 and Type 4 regulated activity.

CRICKET

HKCC Cricket Round Up By Pushpendra (Push) Sharma

W

elcome back to another exciting month of
cricket in the New Year. The past few weeks
have been rather cold here in Hong Kong as
we’ve witnessed severe record breaking temperatures.
The lowest being minus 5.6 Degrees Celsius, which was
recorded just a few days ago at Tai Mo Shan. That said,
despite such extreme weather conditions, our lads have
been giving their best on the cricket field in every game.
Unfortunately, a few crucial matches had to be called
off, since it has not only been freezing cold and windy
but also a rather wet and rainy January.
On a separate note, a huge Congratulations to Team
Hong Kong for their 2-1 win against Scotland in the
first ever Braidwood Cup Series. Our lads from HKCC,
Anshuman Rath, Nizakat Khan and Mark Chapman
played outstanding cricket. Well done team HK !
In the Sunday Championship, the inaugural game
for 2016 was on 3rd January, played between HKCC
Scorpions and Headwin Tritons SLCC. Sadly, the game
was abandoned due to severe weather conditions, and
points were split equally between both teams. Similarly,
on 17th January, the game between HKCC Optimists and
KCC Templars was also called off due to severe weather,
thus splitting points equally between both teams.
However, on 20th December, we saw some light and
HKCC Scorpions took on DLSWCC Knights in a rain
reduced game. DLSWCC were bowled out for a mere 94
runs in 26 overs. Raag Kapur was the pick of the bowlers
for the Scorpions with 6 wickets for 14 runs with 4
maidens for his 7 over spell. What an amazing bowling
performance, well done Raag! In reply, HKCC Scorpions
in this rain reduced game easily chased the revised total.
Scott McKechnie with 37 not out and Charlie Bright
with 30 not out, managed to bring the Scorpions home.
On 24th January, the game between HKCC Scorpions
and USRC/MCC was called off due to extreme weather
conditions, thus points were equally split between both
the teams.

Crisp Foggy Sunday Winter Morning at The Gap

Scorpions Waiting for the Game to Begin
(Pics Courtesy: James Redmayne)
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On a cold 31st January morning, HKCC Scorpions took
on DLSWCC JKN. After winning the toss HKCC’s skipper
elected to bat first. At the end of the innings, HKCC
Scorpions had scored 270 runs for the loss of 7 wickets,
with James Redmayne scoring a phenomenal 109 runs in
93 balls with 12 fours and 4 sixes. *He was supported by
Charlie Bright and Scott McKechnie with useful knocks of
47 runs each. While defending the total, Raag Kapur was
the pick of the bowlers with 4-34 from his 10 over spell.
Giacomo, Matthew and Isaac contributed equally taking
2 wickets each. Well done fellow Scorpions! Another
fantastic win. *see next page
In the Saturday Championship games on 9th January,
HKCC Witherers played against CCC Jing Sun. After
winning the toss, CCC Jing Sun batted first and scored
185 runs for the loss of 8 wickets. The pick of the
bowlers for the Witherers were Ciaran McAssey with
3-21 from 7 overs and Ahan Manglik with 2-39 from 7.
In reply, although the Witherers had a good start, they
were unsuccessful in their run chase; and, after a rather
dramatic batting collapse, the Witherers were bowled
out for 146. Charlie Bright was the highest scorer with
39 runs for the Witherers.
On 16th January, HKCC Nomads took on arch rivals KCC
Saracens. With conditions being dismally wet and drizzly,
KCC Saracens won the toss and decided to make HKCC
Nomads bat first. Nomads lost a few early wickets, with
the run out of skipper Kym Graham for 21. However,
stylish Kabir Sodhi played sensibly for his 71 before he
was bowled by Ahmad. Newly arrived HKCA Marketing
Manager and Nomads debutant, Max Abbott, batted
really well for his blistering 51 runs from just 35 balls.
At the end of the innings, Nomads had scored 242 runs
for the loss of 7 wickets, which seemed to be easily
defendable. Unfortunately, the constant light rain made
for a wet ball which hurt the Nomads’ bowling efforts.
Chasing a slightly rain-reduced total, the KCC Saracens
were able to chase this quite easily for the loss of four
wickets; with KCC Saracens opening batsman and Hong
Kong national player, Ninad Shah, anchoring the chase
with 126. Ravi Mulchandani was the pick of the bowlers
for the Nomads with 2-54 from 6 overs. It was a rather
unfortunate loss for the Nomads and although the
weather did them no favours, KCC thoroughly deserved
their victory.
On 23rd January, HKCC Gap Ramblers took on Pakistan
Association at The Gap. Pakistan Association, after
winning the toss, put the Gap Ramblers in to bat first.
It was a rather dismal start by the strong Gap Ramblers
batting; however, they eventually managed 208 for 8
in their 35 overs. Stylish batsman, David Varley, was the
highest scorer with 63 followed by Pete Boa with a welldeserved 58 runs. Gap Ramblers were unable to defend
their total as the Pakistan Association chased down the

CRICKET
total in the final over. Tom Ingram and George Clarke
were the pick of the bowlers for the Gap Ramblers with
2 wickets each.
In another Saturday Championship league game on 30th
January, HKCC Gap Ramblers took on KCC Tartars. KCC
won the toss and chose to bat first, scoring 166 runs
for the loss of 8 wickets in their 35 over innings. Stu
Tohill, Belan Aiyadorai and Hugo Marland took 2 wickets
apiece for the Gap Ramblers. In what should have been
a comfortable chase, the Ramblers started well putting
on for the first wicket. Raag Kapur made a quickfire 53,
but a flurry of wickets saw some jitters in the Ramblers
camp before Pete Boa took them home with a calming
43 not out in the 34th over.

conditions, which took the fun away from cricket over
the last few weekends of January. We can now only
hope that the weather improves going forward and we
are able to get some dry sunny days over the coming
weekends.
Wishing the very best to all the teams.

As you can see it has been a rather mixed bag of results
for HKCC, mostly due to the cold and wet weather

Signboard at The Peak, on 24th January
showing icicles. (Pic Courtesy: Pushpendra Sharma)

Report from Matt Rafter, Scorpions’ Skipper
Sunday 31st January
Scorpions v. LSW JKN

A

t last we were able to get back onto the ground
and complete a fixture. The last two games
had unfortunately been washed out due to the
unusual HK weather so we were hoping for a better
day. A few clouds and a strong wind greeted us at The
Gap, but despite this we were confident of play and,
following Scott McKechnie taking us through his usual
perplexing warm-ups, we won the toss and elected to
bat.
After a rocky start, with Varley departing early,
we were able to build a solid base with former
skipper Charlie Bright and Scott McKechnie
putting on 96 for the second wicket. Both
players were aggressive and were building
towards big scores before we lost both in
quick succession to be 3/120 at the half way
mark. Raag Kapur was joined at the crease
by James Redmayne to continue the quick
scoring rate, before the untimely dismissal of
Kapur left us at 3/158. Another of our young
up and coming players arrived for his first
bat of the season in Giacomo Lamplough and
added a further 59 with Redmayne in quick
time before he played on for 19. Leaving the
Scorpions in a stronger position as we pushed
for a large total.
Redmayne had been accumulating runs at a run a
ball without a false shot throughout his innings and
was ready to launch in the last 8-10 overs. He didn’t
disappoint. Redmayne upped the scoring rate hitting 4
sixes and 12 boundaries to drive home a big score on a
difficult batting wicket and in turn reaching his maiden
century in Sunday cricket for the Scorpions. It was a
fantastic and extremely intelligent innings by the vice-

captain who showed he can play every shot and control
the tempo of the game at will. He was well supported by
Shepherd in the later stages of the innings but he was
definitely the star of the day. A well-deserved hundred
for Redders and he continues his strong performances
so far this season. There wasn’t a lot of fuss, as you can
see in the picture, but it was a brilliant innings for those
who witnessed it.
Our turn to bowl and, again, we got off to a great
start with 2 early wickets having the opposition 2 for
26 after 8 overs. As always in any game, there will
be at least one partnership and LSW JKN fought
back into the game with a 96 run partnership for
the 3 wicket before Giacomo was re-introduced
with immediate effect. From here we were
on top of our opposition claiming regular
wickets to Kapur and Poole - 4 and 2 wickets
respectively. Both bowled extremely well
under tough conditions with Raag Kapur
taking his tally to 11 wickets in 3 games for the
season. Some excellent fielding, particularly with
our catching, saw us wrap up the game with a bonus
point and bowl LSW JKN out for 183 in the 45th over,
Mark Wright and Anton Buntin taking two catches each.
Special mention must also go to Anton for his excellent
bowling without luck from his 10 overs.
Scorpions now sit 2nd on the ladder undefeated and
aiming to push hard in our next two fixtures at HKCC on
the 14th February followed by another derby against
the Wanderers on the 21st February.
HKCC Scorpions - 7/270 (cc), Redmayne 109 (93 balls);
Bright 47, McKechnie 47 defeated DLSWCC JKN - 183,
Kapur 4/34; Rafter 2/21, Lamplough 2/23, Poole 2/66
2016 March The Pinkun
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Weekend 9th/10th January 2016
A traditional encounter:
The Fincher Shield is a game always played to the

highest standard and in the true spirit, and this year was
no different. The two teams came together on what can
be described as a typically English cricket day, a green
damp wicket, cold, overcast and the imminent threat of
rain that never quite arrived.
With these conditions in mind, KCC won the toss and
elected to bowl first. This decision seemed justified as
HKCC lost two early wickets. HKCC fought back then as
Scott Mckechnie (39) and Nizakat Khan (55) put on a
partnership of 79. Another mini collapse entailed before
Courtney Kruger, top scoring with 62 steadied the ship,
with some help from David Jacquier and
Miles Richardson, to post a score of 233 all out.
HKCC then made an excellent start with the new ball and
some still rather favourable bowling conditions, thereby
reducing KCC to 32-4. Day 1 finished with KCC 63-4 and
HKCC firmly in the driving seat.
Day 2 got off to a bad start when Nizakat Khan took
a blow to the head in warm-ups which ended him up
in hospital to receive treatment and 4 stitches in the
affected area.
Start of play on Day 2 saw Jamie Atkinson and Waqas
Barkat fight back in taking KCC to 163-4 before a fantastic
diving catch from Giacomo Lamplough dismissed Waqas
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for 54. This moment of magic from Giacomo started the
collapse for KCC who were then reduced to 198 all out
with some wonderful displays of swing bowling from
Simon Cook (14.5overs 2-17) and brilliant spin from
Anshuman Rath( 7overs 3-15).
As it stood, HKCC retained the trophy on a first innings
victory, with only 2 sessions left in the game.
HKCC’s second innings got off to a poor start,
encountering a fiery opening spell from KCC quick
bowling pair of Imran Arif and Adil Mehmood. HKCC lost
early wickets and never really recovered losing wickets
at regular intervals. Miles Richardson (30) and Nizakat
Khan (10) batting at 9, having only just returned from
the hospital after his earlier blow to the head, tried to
steady the ship but to no avail. HKCC had been dismissed
for 84 in their second innings giving them an overall lead
of 119. Meaning KCC needed 120 to win with 2 hours of
play left in the day.
HKCC got off to a strong start with Anshuman Rath
dismissing one of the opening batsmen for 1. HKCC then
got themselves into a good position when 2 wickets
fell in 2 balls to the class display of spin bowling from
Anshuman, who ended up with figures of 3-44. Simon
Cook also managed to get 2 more wickets under his
belt for the game, reducing the home team to 59-5.
However the experience and class of Jamie Atkinson

CRICKET

and Ryan Campbell was too much for HKCC in the
end, as they saw the home team to a 5 wicket
outright victory.
It was great to play alongside and against so many
talented cricketers, and to see the teams fighting
so hard for the win, right down to the very end.
Miles Richardson
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Match Report from the Horse’s Mouth Taverners vs. Jockey Club, 27th November, 2015

T

he First Test of the 2015/16 season, the
first rattling of the Bone of Contention, was
at last upon us. Jockeys, riders, steeds,
fillies, geldings (possibly), trainers, punters, bookies,
track officials were all nervously gathered at the
Gap, neighing and nagging, braying and bragging,
whinnying “we will win again” – both teams
convinced they had the strongest sides ever.
And indeed, rarely has a Friday afternoon Taverners’
fixture been graced with so many Saturday and
Sunday league players.
With St. George inexplicably sacrificing captaincy for
work, it was Kieran, the mighty Defender of the Gap,
who threw down the gauntlet to Mrs. Doubtfire, who
promptly forgot his other self and, rumour has it,
gave his opponent a silk handkerchief to wear on his
lance, though no-one was able to find where it went
after the toss – or indeed to remember who won the
toss, so great was the tension.
In to bat first were the Taverners, whose opening
pair, Jonty and the King started slowly but steadily
against a high quality attack from Steve Pitt and
Mike Hurley. Jonty was the first to succumb to the
pressure, caught behind off Pitt, who then promptly
clean bowled Suresh. The mighty Defender was soon
to follow, caught off Hurley. The King’s valiant knock
of 20 then came to an end, again caught behind
off Pitt. Tom Menogue followed and, in no time
at all, Taverners had gone from 22 without loss to
33 for 5 off 11 overs. Tight fielding, sharp catching
and excellent bowling – the Bone, currently held by
Taverners, was well in contention!
But come the moment, cometh the men. Robbo
struck a tumultuous 32 off not many, including three
6’s, before retiring, Zubair anchored the ship with a
well measured 31 before he too retired and Bosky
scored a stylish 29 before being run out. 10 each
from Rob Mirfin and the not out No. 12, yours truly,
helped nudge the score to respectability before the
returning Robbo became Pitt’s 5th victim. Taverners
175 all out in 34.1 overs.
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Game on, thought Jockey, champing at the bit!
There ensued however a bowling counter-attack that
completely trumped their opponents’ admittedly
very impressive start. Robbo was bang on the money
from his first delivery and Royce (6 overs, 2 for 9)
was unplayable, with the ball swinging as much as
I’ve ever seen it do at The Gap. An early skier that
bobbled off Zubair before my belated “Keeper’s” call
held sway, saw Royce’s first victim depart with the
score still on zero. One for Robbo and a second for
Royce - 10 overs, 16 for 3. Jockey way behind the run
rate.
Time for the whip, thought Mrs. Doubtfire! Stung
into action, Jockey rallied and a solid 23 from Pitt
and 26 from Singh set the punters worrying the
bookies again. But Taverners’ bowling and fielding
were impeccable and wickets kept falling. At 90 for
6, faintly optimistic whinnying was heard again in
the stands, but, in the nick of time “neigh” snorted
the magnificent trio of Rob Mirfin (2 for 27), the
explosive Alfie Adnams (2 for36) and the nagging
Suresh (3 for 23). Menogue and The King went for
a few, but the damage was done, and Jockey were
bowled out for 141 in 33.2 overs.
An exceptionally high standard tourney, that bodes
well for the next two Tests in 2016.
Notables:
Jockey
Steve Pitt, 6.1 overs, 5 for 14
Man of the Match – Mike Hurley, a Jockey stalwart
but sadly leaving HK soon - 20 runs and the prize
wicket of Captain Kieran, the mighty Defender of
The Gap.
Taverners
Robbo 35
Zubair 31 not out
Bosky 29
Man of the Match not awarded – an all-round superb
team performance with everyone contributing!
Junior
20th December 2015

CRICKET

Gappers Awards bring sunshine at the end of the month

O

n Saturday 30th
January, after some
seriously rubbish
weather most of the week,
the weather gods smiled on
HKCC and allowed us a clear
day for the Westpac Gappers
of the Month awards.
Jason and Eric were there
as representatives of our
sponsors (WESTPAC Banking
Corporation) and they brought with them treats for the children and
provided plenty of smiles when the awards were given.
The award winners for consistent enthusiasm and commitment to their
cricket were:
Pandas/Cubs: Rory McAssey, Andrew Boa, Sabine Church and Levi Rewega
Under 8 8:00 am: Ewan McAssey, Lachlan Shaw, Benjamin Stapleton,
Oliver Daily, Aveer Thakur, James Caldwell, Samuel Johnson, Will Jenkin,
Max Shaw, Luke Welsh, Milo Parr and Adrian Lau
Edwards 1: Iris Greenwood and Jiya Sheopuri
9:00-10:00 am Groups:
Paayas Dujari, Ronav Rodrigues, Matthew Clayton, Oscar Clifton,
Lucas Side, Tom Darcy, Maxwell Winslow, Vivaan Daga, Jack Nairn,
Nishant Pattnaik, Ethan Tamms and Guy Alexander
Edwards 2: Celeste Mallinson and Jemaira Vestey
10:00-11:00 am Groups:
Jude Denham, Thomas Barnes, Jack Davies, Toby Bailey, Ethan Chan,
Harvey Ledger, Aman Gidwani, Kyran Lacy, Nate Wines
and Leo Egerton-Warburton
Under 13 Groups:
Gayle: Vir Pathak, Nicholas Bradley
Tendulkar: Connor Williamson, Finn Ridley
Kallis: Tomos Lewis, John Baker
McCullum: Anshuk Sharma, Rufus Lambert
It is also a fabulous to see that some of the Under-11 league games are
now being featured at the Club during Gappers mornings as this adds
another dimension to the morning and a great opportunity for the children
to play “at home”. Thank you, Scott and all our coaches for coming up with
ways to make things better and better for our children.
With the extension of the season due to a rained out day, the Gappers
season will now finish on 5th March with the final awards and presentation
of medallions. “Heads up” also for the Junior League Awards (U.11 and
U.13 leagues) evening that is scheduled for Saturday 7th May from
6.30pm.
Gary Wines
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NEWS…

I

n the middle of the coldest spell I have experienced
in Hong Kong for many a year, the Chairman’s
Annual Golf Day took place in Macau. Thirty brave
souls rocked up to bear the constant rain and falling
temperatures. Despite this, the course was in excellent
condition with the greens as good as I have seen for
many a visit.

HKCC Golf Accessories
We have many logo goods available for Members to
purchase.

Results as follows:

Golf Re-gripping Service
Available to all Members, a club re-gripping service
cheaper and more convenient then other outlets in
Hong Kong. From as little as HK$50 per club I can re-grip
your clubs and return within 24 hours.

Chairman’s Trophy winner
For the first time we had a lady winner - Musetta
Zimmermann - with an impressive 35 points.
Men
1. Nick Carlsen 35
2. Jeremy Platts 34
3. Andrew Orr 33

Ladies
1. Musetta Zimmermann 35
2. Kirsteen Pieterse
31

Mark Winstanley won the Longest Drive with Nick
Carlsen winning Nearest The Pin.

From HKCC logo golf balls, golf shirts, ball markers,
towels to caps.
These are all available to purchase from the Club Shop.

For enquiries concerning Golf lessons or forthcoming
golf outings e-mail golf@hkcc.org please contact me on
3511-8698 or 9722-2671
Adrian Waters

For the ladies Ann won long drive for the Ladies with
Kirsteen Nearest The Pin.
The Sweepstake taken before the game was won by
Charlie Wood who guessed an average on 27.4 points
per person.
Thanks to Gavin for kindly hosting the day and to all
those who took part for their perseverance in not giving
up.
Calendar for 2016
Saturday 25th June
Saturday 23rd July
Saturday 20th Aug
Monday 3rd October
Tuesday 4th October
Thursday 6th October
Friday 7th October
Friday 18th November

KAU SAI CHAU SOUTH
KAU SAI CHAU SOUTH
KAU SAI CHAU SOUTH
DISCOVERY BAY
KAU SAU CHAU EAST
CLEARWATER BAY
KAU SAI CHAU SOUTH
KSC NORTH/SOUTH CLUB CHAMPS

Matches
Friday 18th March
KSC NORTH (American Club)
Saturday 16th/17th April LOTUS HILL (Football Club)
Tours
Sat/Sun/Mon 30/4 to 2/5
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HOI AN VIETNAM

Winners - Chairman's Cup
Nick Carlsen and Musetta Zimmermann
with Chairman, Gavin Erasmus

NETBALL

Interested in Netball??? We are looking for Coaches for both our
Senior and Junior teams, plus players for our Senior teams. Please get
in touch for more information.

H

alf way through the 2015-16 season and
it’s a mixed bag of results for HKCC Seniors.
It has been an unlucky year so far with
a disproportionate number of injuries and players
unexpectedly leaving HK.

Phoenix in 5th (with a contested forfeit after HKNA
changed the schedule last minute) and Dragons in 8th.
For Division 3, it’s been a tough season. Optimists are in
8th and Crickets in 9th, both with a game in hand.
Last but not least, our Fielders are 9th in Division 5.

Division 1 is trialling a split, with the top 5 teams
separated into Division 1A and the bottom 4 teams
making up Division 1B. The Netball community is hoping
this will make the competition more enjoyable for all
players and, with more even competition, allow for
stronger skill development to benefit our Hong Kong
National players.

The Juniors are back in training with the league starting
28th February in Aberdeen. Due to the growing
demand, we’ve added an additional U13s team to the
competition. I look forward to seeing you down at Wong
Chuk Hang, cheering our girls on! Good Luck!

Demons are currently 2nd in 1A, and Devils are 4th in
1B. However, we are expecting things to turn around for
our Devils who have the best team spirit of all!
In Division 2 we have our energetic Griffins in 3rd,

Good Luck also to our MCC Tour team, hoping we can
bring that trophy back to its rightful place in HK!
Krystle Edwards
Netball Convenor
netballconvenor@hkcc.org

Team Reports…
Introducing Devils...
Devil in Disguise!
Don’t go out on Monday Nights
Stay in your bed and keep on the light
Little Devils have their fun all right
Out on court on Netball Nights!

Abi: What the Devil??
Another Devils’ veteran, Abi returns to the fold after
having TWIN baby Devils!! She’s back fiercer than ever
and dominating in defence. What a super mama welcome back Abi, we’ve missed you!
Donna: Cheeky Devil
One of 10 children, Donna may seem just a little bit
sneaky, but she’s naughty, bare faced cheeky. You don't
know what mischief she causes.
She hopes her team mates are just as sneaky, perhaps
yet more naughty………even Cheeky!
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Grace: Baby Devil
The baby of the team
but only by age - Grace
surpasses many of us
old girls with her oncourt wisdom!
She’s our big claim to
fame as a member of
the HK Youth Team.
Sad to see Grace head
back to NZ - she will
definitely be missed!

Lauren: Dare Devil
Has a penchant for
jumping off high things.
Cliffs, boats, planes,
towers, you name
it. She's skydived,
bungeed and plunged
into the sea from great
heights. No one is
quite sure where this
comes from, with a
mother who is terrified
of heights! It doesn’t
always go to plan
though, as the picture
shows....

Jemma: (Better) the Devil You Know
In her 4th season with Devils, Jem is a familiar face
around the Club and the section, always up for a boot
camp, helping with coaching and umpiring and, of
course, dominating on court. She started as a shooter,
moved to defence and this season is trying her hand at
centre. Talk about versatile!
Jessica: Talk of the Devil
Always running late!! Stuck in traffic, dealing with the
kids…but is always there just before a game starts, hence
“ talk of the devil! ”
Kate: Risky Devil
Has been known to enjoy doing the odd roly-poly across
a stage in a rather immodest dress and pair of sky high
stilettos!
What will she attempt next?!

Lucy: Lucky Devil
This one doesn’t miss an opportunity to jump on a
plane and embark on an adventure. She was brought up
on the saying, live life to the full and make the most of
every opportunity! I wonder where her next adventure
will be… She’s a Lucky Devil!
Maureen:
Virgin Devil
She joins the Devils
this season for her
netball debut having
never played the sport
before. An ex Aussie
Softballer and Golf
Pro, she is enjoying the
challenge!
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Introducing Crickets...
The team for all you athletic and not so athletic ladies
who are looking for the perfect balance of competition
and socialising! We are an eclectic group of enthusiastic
women who wish to have fun, meet new people and win
some games on the court. Under the careful guidance of
our coach Robin Manihera, we have developed a strong
team spirit along with some pretty good netball skills (as
well as having a great set of people to hang out with on
a Tuesday evening.. including the tenacious Fielders).

Here we are in our full glory:
Louise Keeping
Nickname: Captain oh Captain
Age I feel before the game, during the game and after…
30, 40, 105
My strength outside the court that I bring on to the
court… Great banter in order to distract the GK from the
game.
Best netball advice given: “Suck it up!”
MVP: Kate - A ferocious and dedicated GK who scares
the living daylight out of any GS.

Clare McAssey
Nickname: Clare Bear
Age I feel before the game, during the game and after…
25, 40, 95
My strength outside the court that I bring on to the
court… A very loud voice!
Best netball advice given: “ You’re too old, what are you
still doing playing netball?!”
MVP: Kate - A focused and tight defender.

Kate M
Nickname: The Wall
Age I feel before the game, during the game and after…..
Born in the Year of the Goat, crazy as a
goat to still be playing, feel like the Troll from the tale
“Three Billy Goats Gruff”.
My strength outside the court that I bring on to the
court… Apparently I can be competitive at times
Best netball advice given: Sorry it’s a basketball quote
but it sticks: Stand Tall. Talk Small. Play
Ball.
MVP: Clare - Her passes into the circle can be likened to
heat seeking missiles.

Jenny Jones
Leishea Grant
Nickname: Hypochondriac
Age I feel before the game, during the game and after…
Oldest in the team.
My strength outside the court that I bring on to the
court… Never give up unless you end up in
hospital!!
Best netball advice given: “Catch the ball!”
MVP: Jenny - She can fly!

Nickname: Flying Squirrel
Age I feel before the game, during the game and after…
sweet 16, sweet 16, old and battered 70
My strength outside the court that I bring on to the
court… Always smiling and flying, no matter what the
score
Best netball advice given: Fight for the ball.
MVP: Kate - Wise words whisperer.

Naomi Crawford
Angela Bull
Nickname: Bossy Boots
Age I feel before the game, during the game and after…
Age before beauty!
My strength outside the court that I bring on to the
court… Positive vibes always and laugh at your mistakes
which are many!
Best netball advice given: “Move your feet”.
MVP: Naomi - Silent but deadly

Nickname: Silent but Deadly
Age I feel before the game, during the game and after…
15, 5, 88
My strength outside the court that I bring on to the
court… My ability to run all the time. Everywhere.
Best netball advice given: “Don’t be scared. Shove her
back!”
MVP: Kate - Sticks to her player like she’s made of tape.
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Georgia Desideri-Zigante
Nickname: The Clueless (or sometimes hyperactive)
Blonde
Age I feel before the game, during the game and after…
40 (so tired before the 9pm games), 10,
10 (I feel like a foetus compared to some of the older
teams!).
My strength outside the court that I bring on to the
court… My super pointy elbows, which
always ‘accidentally’ elbow my opponents
Best netball advice given: “Just keep running around the ladies can’t keep up!”
MVP: Kate - Who has transformed me into a ballerina
defender by holding up my bib so I dangle
over the shooter (which is pretty fun).

Sonia Shah
Nickname: Sonz
Age I feel before the game, during the game and after…
15, 20, 12
My strength outside the court that I bring on to the
court… Communication
Best netball advice given: “Your defender is not there!”
MVP: Kate
Together we have navigated the highs and lows of the
season together and played hard regardless of the
score.. A great season so far. GOOOOOOOOO CRICKETS!

Introducing Fielders...
Fielders came together as a new team for the 2015/16
season. We have a mix of players; some who are new
to netball altogether, others who’ve dusted off the old
trainers to get back into the game, and those who just
love a competitive but fun game. Our original line up
includes Georgina Jarrett, Erin Winstanley and Andrea
Cunningham as our shooters. Debbie McDonald, Leanna
Lam, Anne-Marie Uys, Lisel Varley, Tia Poole and Aparna
Nair through the centre court and Vedika Vishweshawar
and myself defending the goal.
In the first half of our season, we quickly learned each
other’s playing styles and saw our team get stronger
with each game. Disaster struck when we lost AnneMarie, our super star C, to a knee injury. But being the
flexible team we are, we were able to re-shuffle and
solider on. We welcomed Ashlee Andrews with open
arms as our new WD.
The second half of the season kicked off with a great win
and the introduction of two newbies, Susie Fitzgerald as
GK and Ada Au in C. We were truly tested, second game
in, on the strength and courage of our team when the
weather decided to be forecast as Hong Kong’s coldest
since 1957! We layered up and played hard at Aberdeen
in 5 degrees…the joy of outdoor netball! We are really
looking forward to see what we can do for the rest of
the season, with some tough games ahead; we’re up for
the challenge!
Yoland Tauialo
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HKCC Rugby 7's Dinner
Supported by

Join us for a fun-filled evening of great food and fine wines
to kick start the

2016 Hong Kong Rugby Sevens
when we will be entertained by two rugby legends

Joe Roff

Wallabies Wing/Full Back,
who also captained Oxford in the 2007 Varsity match!

Thursday, 7th April

Frank Bunce
All Blacks Center legend

Aberdeen Marina Club

7.30 pm to 12.00 pm
Dress code : Black Tie or
National Dress
Seat: HK$1,300
Tables of 12 : HK$15,000
To book tables, individual seats, or to
find out more information, please email:

rugby.dinner@hkcc.org
During the evening we shall be holding a Silent Auction, the proceeds of which will go to
Watchdog Early Education Centre, a pre-school centre for children with special educational needs.
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Half Season Report
HKCC Leighton Asia - Premiership:

T

he first half of the season provided HKCC 1st XV with some real
learning experiences and highlighted some areas that needed to
be fixed.

With a new attacking structure it took some time for the team to get
into the groove and understand the new principles and structures.
There has been some real added value with the full time players being
in a professional environment this season and it's been great to get the
Sevens boys back after a long absence in the opening part of the season.
With three new additions to the squad in 2016, this will provide a good
mix of power which will pass to the team as we get ready for the run into
the finals.

HKCC Leighton Asia Ladies –
Women’s National League 1
The HKCC Ladies had mixed fortunes in the first half
of the season, only managing 2 victories, a draw and 7
losses.
However this does not tell a true tale of the opening
half of the season with HKCC losing by a point or in the
last second on a number of occasions. If a little luck
had been on our side, it would show HKCC Ladies have
stepped up in the WNL1 and have tested even the best
opponents.
This will stand them in good stead for the second half of
the season now that the League has split into two, with
the Ladies setting their sights on silverware.
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HKCC Leighton Asia Livestyle –
Men’s National League 2

HKCC Leighton Asia Raiders Men’s National League 4

HKCC Livestyle’s inaugural season has started brightly.

What's been significantly important for Raiders this
season is the depth of support and commitment shown
by players and supporters. Indeed, it is because of the
swelling number of participants that we have managed
to re-establish a development league team. I would like
to thank all those keen and hospitable players for their
remarkable achievements at recruiting. Keep up the
good work!

The side has dropped only three matches and,
importantly recorded wins against each of the other
five teams. One of the most pleasing aspects of play has
been our defence, with the side holding the opposition
scoreless three times this season. The most pleasing
clean sheet came against the defending champions and
competition leaders, Kowloon.
Our set piece has steadily improved as the season has
progressed as has our attacking and support play. A
four try bonus point victory in our most recent match
showed that our attacking systems are clicking into gear.
The side is second on the ladder and will be working
hard to try and win some silverware as we complete the
final round of matches and head towards the finals.

On the playing front Raiders have been a competitive
and, at times, a dominant, National League 4 team.
Both seasoned players and novice players have been
working toward whole team rugby and developing a
tight bond which has enabled us to overcome difficult
opposition. The goal
for the second half
of the season is to
further improve
individual skills and
reduce our errors.
This should have
the effect of limiting
the opposition’s
opportunities of
defeating us.

The Livestyles en masse
2016 March The Pinkun
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Wing Ding 2015

T

he closing ceremony for the
2015/16 SCMP Operation
Santa Claus Charity Fund
Raising Drive held on 18th January at
the AIA Carnival in Central.
This year saw the Charity break their
own record by raising an amazing
HKD21,302,162, all of which goes to
around 18 Children's Charities around
Hong Kong and Southern China. All the
Contributors raise the cash by holding
some form of fun sporting event.
The Wing Ding Squash event that
we participate in every year in November brought in a contribution to the Charity this year of about HKD1M which,
although not a record, is a tremendous effort again by the organizer Tim Everest and his partners in the event. Our
own team report on the event was published in the December Pinkun and thank you again to all who took part,
bought raffle tickets and supported generally.
Simon Davies

T

he Squash section were extremely lucky to be able to host the
world No.1 player at our recent dinner.

Gregory Gaultier had just been announced No1 ranked in the
world and competed that weekend in the HK Squash Open.
However, after a battling run to the Quarters our friend succumbed to
the eventual (losing ) finalist Cameron Pilley.
Perhaps the enjoyment of a HKCC Squash dinner and dancing put
Monsieur Gaultier off of his game ?

Gregory performing
with the Convenor
Gregory Gaultier
in Hong Kong action
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picture courtesy of HK Squash Open

Our hero has now slipped down to No2 in
the world but we hope to see him donning
HKCC colours again soon!

SQUASH

HKCC Squash MASTERS hitting the highs!

O

ur seasoned Masters’ teams
are having a wonderful
spell. We have 4 teams in
the leagues , with M1, 2 and 4 vying
for top spots in their respective
divisions.
The Masters Conveners work hard
to instil team work, energy, skill and
supreme bar presence as well.
Thoughts from our leaders below:

“HKCC M1 is traditionally
competitive in a tough league that
includes several strong sides. Our
strength has been lower down in the
team order, as we have lacked the
star players fielded by HKFC and HK
Club. Consistency in fielding deep
teams has accordingly been key to
our success. This season has differed
from prior seasons in two respects.
Firstly, we now have our own star
player in Chad Sunde, HKCC's new
squash coach. Secondly, our squad
has been depleted due to injuries
that have kept 3 of the players in
our squad on the bench. Injury
avoidance and management is a key
skill for Masters players. We finished
the first half of the season at the top
of the league table by the narrowest
of margins, just ahead of the two
HKFC M1 sides. The second half of
the season promises to be close
and exciting. Commitment from the
uninjured players will be key to our
hopes of winning the league.”
Hugh Dyus

“M2 have had a fantastic first half.
Under the stewardship of our ace
convenor, Frank 'the French' Achouch
and his squad of 12 veterans from 6
different nationalities, 'Les blue' as
Frank likes to call us (apologies to
'Les roast beouf' in the team) have

done heroic work on court and in the
bars later and, as I write, are sitting
in 2nd place and a 'shoe in' for the
playoffs.
Frank, in a slightly Marseille-ish kind
of way, puts the success of the team
down to the excellent convening,
but does concede that the other
nationalities chipped in with great
support and some fine individual
performances when needed.
Frank is too modest to point out that
he personally has the 3rd best win
record in the league, but did want me
to mention Pistol Pete Chan (14th)
and Rajiv Chin (17th) for particularly
strong and consistent performances.
So well done m2, great spirit and
a fantastic run and we are making
space in the cabinet for the
silverware.”
David Hewitt

"Masters 4 was a new innovation
this year aimed we thought at a
more relaxed game and Monday
evening. So a game bunch of our
more 'experienced' club players
mixed with a few younger guys
and gals formed up to be the front
runners of where we all may end up
playing one day!

unexpectedly, Bolton who have
been long known widely for their
Après, Pre and mid squash hydration
regime (which we try to emulate) as
much if not more so than their love
of squash. Case in point, I would
mention one match where our
Claire (Guest) was called in to have
a nice game with Bolton's inimitable
number 5, SuperTrev and found
instead his Tee Total Twin brother
- we lost that week narrowly to a
team of sober dopplegangers or twin
siblings instead of the real Bolton
crew we were expecting!
Having Bolton in M$ has been a
pleasure of course as seriously, we
share most of the same values about
our Monday night squash! Both of us
have been educating the less relaxed
Football Club and CUHK teams of
the merits of appropriate hydration
regimes and techniques. Both of
us have now beaten the top team,
Chinese University, but only once in
three matches each. So as I write we
stand in second place narrowly but
with a big margin between us and
the top team and we need some very
solid wins now to keep second spot
ahead of Bolton.”
Simon Davies

We started the season with high
expectations for enjoyable squash
mixed with some highly sociable
dinners... but, from the first week we
realized that the standard of players
recruited by all five teams and their
level of competitiveness was higher
than we anticipated.
Nevertheless, we have enjoyed not
only the Après squash as hoped,
but a very competitive season with
us vying hard for second place with
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SQUASH
Division M1
HKCC M1
Hong Kong
Football Club M1B
Hong Kong
Football Club M1A
HK CLUB GOLD
CWB masters
Division M2
Hong Kong
Football Club M2A
HKCC M2
Discovery Bay Masters
RED BULL
Hong Kong
Football Club M2B
Amercian Club
Titlows Master

PLAYED WON

LOST POINTS

10

8

2

36

10

7

3

34

9
9
10

5
4
0

4
5
10

25
18
7

PLAYED WON

LOST POINTS

11
10
9
12

11
6
6
6

0
4
3
6

55
35
34
32

9
10
11

4
2
1

5
8
10

29
17
13

Division M3
Perrier KCC M3
Gloma
Hong Kong
Football Club M3A
LRC Master 3
The Hong Kong
Jockey Club Master 3
USRC M3
Hong Kong
Football Club M3B
Jaws Master
HKCC Master3
WAKO SENIOR
RHKYC Masters
Hong Kong Club Blue
Division M4
Alpha CUHK Master
Bolton I
HKCC M4
Hong Kong
Football Club M4A
Hong Kong
Football Club M4B

PLAYED WON

LOST POINTS

13
13

12
10

1
3

62
53

13
13

10
9

3
4

50
50

13
13

7
8

6
5

45
44

13
13
13
13
13
13

5
5
3
3
3
3

8
8
10
10
10
10

38
34
25
25
21
18

PLAYED WON

LOST POINTS

11
11
10

9
6
7

2
5
3

51
38
34

10

3

7

20

10

1

9

8

Coach’s Corner
Tips from Chad…

O

nce a player is hitting the ball consistently deep to the back and wide on the
side wall, magic starts to happen and the opportunities appear. Conversely, if a
player is not getting the ball deep and wide, they will be creating opportunities
for their opponent.
Choosing the right shot at the right time has 2 advantages: firstly, it maximises the
running the other player does. Secondly, it gives the opponent less opportunities to
make you run.
The next truth that follows Deep and Wide is:
You must play the right shot at the right time.

The foundation for how to choose the right shot at the right time is a very simple
rule. Whatever corner you’re standing closest to, hit the ball to that corner. This rule
minimises unnecessary risk and, more often than not, will make the opponent run longer distances.
Then, in addition to this simple rule, we add some variation. I think a good mix is 3:1. That is, hit the ball to the closest
corner 3 times then on the 4th play to a different corner. This way, you maximise your game but with an element of
unpredictability.
Juniors: There are still spaces available Monday to Friday 4-6pm for Junior Squash Classes.
To enrol, please fill out the application form at Reception. Thank you.
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TENNIS

RECENT EVENTS
HKTA Veterans & Mixed League Results January 2016
Teams participating in the HKTA Veterans and Mixed Evening Leagues commenced their matches in January and have
had mixed results so far this season. Results as of 29th January are as follows:
-Mixed Doubles Division I
-Combined 80+ Men Group A:
-Combined 80+ Men Group B:
-Combined 80+ Women

0 wins-2 losses-4 matches remaining
3 wins-0 losses-5 matches remaining
1 win-1 loss-5 matches remaining
1 win-2 losses-9 matches remaining

HKLTL League News
The second half of the 2015/16 HK Ladies Tennis League season has commenced after the Xmas holiday period. Our
Division 2 team has opened up an even bigger lead at the top of the table, winning their first match of the Spring League
season and our Division 3 team is hopeful of moving up the ladder in the 2nd leg of proceedings when they commence
on Wednesday 3rd February. Results as of Jan 29 are as follows:
-Ladies Div 2
-Ladies Div 3

1 win-0 losses (currently in 1st position)
to commence season on 3rd February (currently in 9th position)

Aussie Open Social Day

Island Cup 2015

The first Tennis event for the New Year was held on
Saturday 30th January 2016 in conjunction with the first
Grand Slam event of 2016 – The Australian Open. The
conditions were fantastic, after a week of wet weather,
and a field of 10 enthusiastic players enjoyed a great
afternoon of social mixed tennis in a fun, competitive
environment. Many thanks to those who participated
and congratulations to our Winner, Hyon Kobayashi, and
Runner Up Sebastian Gordon

Due to inclement weather, the Island Cup was cancelled
on Saturday 5th December 2015 at LRC and was
transferred to The Country Club at Hong Lok Yuen on
Saturday 23rd January 2016. Braving 8 degree temps,
Team HKCC battled the Ladies Recreation Club, Hong
Kong Jockey Club and the hosts ( The Country Club at
Hong Lok Yuen). The format included Men’s, Ladies
and Mixed Doubles. A last minute injury to one of our
men meant we had an uphill battle but it was a true
team effort with the rest of the men stepping in for
extra play and the ladies holding up their end to make it
a battle right up until the last round where we met (and
fell to) a strong host team. HKCC walked away with the
silver medal and were very happy with a fabulous buffet
and hospitality. Thank-you HLY!! Proud participants
included Michele Windsor, Cherry Minori Yoshioka,
Gail McDermott, Sharon Leung, Umberto Anzolin,
Martin Crawford and Victor Kwan.
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JUNIOR NEWS

JUNIOR LEAGUE NEWS
Junior HKTA League Spring 2016
The HKCC Junior Team has made a positive start to the
Spring League season. After losing their first round
match against DBRC, they bounced back with a great
second up win against LRC. Hopefully, they can build
some winning momentum over the next few weeks and
best wishes for the remainder of the season!

Inter-Club Junior Satellite League 2016
Season 1
The HKCC will participate in Season 1 of the Junior
Satellite League hosted by HK Parkview.
Matches commenced on Friday 19th February, and
the season will run for approx 12 weeks against other
clubs on the Island. The Club intends to have one team
involved this season, so if your child is 10-14 yrs old,
level 4-5 standard and interested in competitive singles
and doubles matchplay, then please email Jason at
jasonlijewski@hkcc.org for further details.
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We would like to congratulate Owen Rees on receiving the
HKCC Junior Player of the Month Award for January 2016.
This special award is presented at the end of each month
to a junior tennis player who has excelled on the court
during that month. Ability, commitment, sportsmanship,
dedication and motivation are some of the main criteria
used when determining the Player of the Month. The
HKCC Tennis Professionals collectively vote on the
recipient of this award each month.

Name: Owen Rees
Age: 6
Age started playing: 5
Favourite player: Coach Jason
Favourite shot: Forehand
On behalf of the HKCC Tennis Coaching Team Congratulations to Owen.

TENNIS

MORE JUNIOR NEWS

Junior Tennis Programme Term 2, 2016

CNY Junior Tennis Camps 2016
There was a nice turnout for the 2-day CNY Tennis Camps in
February. Players worked hard on their skills in a focused, but fun
environment and made solid improvements to their game. Be sure
to sign your children up for our Tennis Camps during the Easter
break in late March. There are Tiger Tennis Camps for the 3-6 year
olds in the Sports Hall after lunch and Hot Shots Tennis Camps for
the older Juniors in the afternoons.
Also, for those Juniors who like to mix it up with other sports,
the sign-ups for Easter Sports Camps will also be available at this
time. Please check the Club noticeboards for further details on
these camps. For enquiries, please contact 3511 8698 or by email:
jasonlijewski@hkcc.org. All camp application forms can be faxed
to 3511 8630.

Term 1 of the 2016 Junior Tennis
Programmme will conclude Saturday 19
March 2016 and Term 2 will commence after
the Easter holiday break on Tuesday 5 April
2016. If you would like your child to learn the
game of tennis and improve their skills in a
focused, but fun environment, be sure to sign
them up for lessons after school or on the
weekends this term. Please check the Club
noticeboards for further details, email Jason
at jasonlijewski@hkcc.org or
grab an application form
at the Sports Desk

HKTA Summer Evening League commences in April 2016:
We have a total of 8 teams participating in the HKTA Summer Evening League this year. Teams will be entered in the
following divisions:
Mens A+ Mens A
Ladies A+ Ladies A

Mens B
Ladies C

Mens D

Mens E

I would like to take this opportunity to wish all teams a successful season.
Play well and let’s bring some silverware back to the Club this summer!!

COACHING UPDATES
Cardio Tennis
Cardio “KEEP FIT” Tennis is a 60 minute clinic that will
really get your body moving! It is meant to burn off the
calories and use a lot of energy! You can join this class at
any level, as the intention is that you are always moving
and hitting. It is not a technique based class, but rather
a cardiovascular workout with a lot of ball hitting. Cardio
Tennis is a big sensation in the US, Australia & Europe,
and we hope you will give it a try after the summer
holidays!!
It’s a “drop in” session, which means you only commit
to coming when you have time, so this gives you the
flexibility to work around other things in the week. The
sessions are run by Coach Jason, and have already gained
a “cult” following. Try it out and see why!
COST: $205 per session
DAY: Tuesdays 7.00am-8.00am / 8.00am-9.00am
Thursday 7.00am-8.00am / 8.00am-9.00am
MINIMUM:
4 people
MAXIMUM:
6 people

Ladies Clinics
If you want to work more closely on technique, footwork,
consistency, doubles play and hitting a lot of balls these
are the clinics for you. For a number of seasons, it’s
been a drop in session which means you only commit to
coming when you have the time but from 2016 onwards
there will be a discount for monthly sign up!
COST:

$310 per session (Drop In)
$280 per session (Monthly Sign Up)

DAY:

Wednesdays 9.30am-11.00am
Fridays 9.30am-11.00am

MINIMUM: 3 players
MAXIMUM: 4 players per court

Sign up at the Sports Desk now or email Jason for more
details jasonlijewski@hkcc.org
2016 March The Pinkun
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Tennis Tip of the Month - by Jason Lijewski
Returning Lobs

O

pponents who constantly lob the ball can be very
frustrating to play against. This often results in
players losing patience and trying to hit clean
winners off balls that are high and well behind the baseline.
Hitting a slow paced high bouncing ball in this manner is
only asking for trouble. Next time you are pinned behind the
baseline retrieving shots of this nature, always remember:
one good lob deserves another!!
While there is the natural temptation to rip the ball like the
pros in such situations, we need to remind ourselves that
there are often better options, in terms of shot selection,
for us non-tour level players. If your opponent throws up a
lob in the middle of a point, the dynamics of the game have
suddenly changed. Now you have to adapt to a ball that will
most likely bounce well above your head and have very little
pace on it. So how do we return this type of shot, assuming
we can’t get underneath it to hit a smash?? The percentage
play is to return a lob with a lob.
Trying to hit a winner off the lob is extremely difficult. Apart
from having to generate all the power on the next shot
because the ball has little pace, the high bouncing ball will
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most likely be too far behind
the baseline to hit the ball
offensively. Instead, throw
back another lob, but try to
make it more of an offensive
lob. Hit the ball with topspin
so the ball bounces high with
some pace, making it difficult
for your opponent to control. This style of shot
should increase your chances of getting a short
ball in return, which may allow you to then turn
defense into attack. You might even sneak into the
net behind your shot, if you feel you have the time
and agility to do so.
So next time you are dealing with a lot of lobs
during a match, stay patient and play percentage
tennis. Give yourself time to get back into position
by playing an offensive lob or moon ball type of
shot, that hopefully gives you the opportunity to
re-establish control of the point.
Hope this helps and good luck on the courts.

TENNIS

2015 - Relive The Best Rivalries

2

015 has indeed shown us great matches on
the ATP circuit. We have seen an unstoppable
Djokovic, winning 11 ATP titles and achieving a
record of 82-6, which means he has won 93.2% of the
matches he has played. On the other hand, we have
seen Rafael Nadal’s return, reaching the top 5 ranking
again and Andy Murray finishing as number 2 in the
ranking with a record of 71-14 (83.53% victories over
matches played). Finally, Roger Federer, being one more
year at the top, finishing as number 3 in the world with
6 more ATP titles won and a record of 63-11 (85.14%).

Novak Djokovic

The young twentysomethings met only twice in 2015,
but Kei Nishikori and Milos Raonic sure made the most
of the occasions. Quantity? Maybe not. Quality? You
bet. The first encounter came in January in the semifinals of the Brisbane International, where Raonic
unleashed 34 aces to power his way past his Japanese
opponent 6-7(4), 7-6(4), 7-6(4). The 6-foot-5 Canadian,
24, held each of his 18 service games in the two-anda-half hour battle. All three sets were decided by tiebreaks, and neither player was able to break the other’s
serve.
Nishikori, 25, would exact revenge in Davis Cup play in
March, his clutch three-hour 3-6, 6-3, 6-4, 2-6, 6-4 win
forcing a fifth and decisive rubber in the opening-round
World Group clash between Japan and Canada.“I’m
happy with the way I fought, I’m happy with the way
I competed, and that’s all I can ask of myself,” said
Nishikori. This time, Nishikori withstood a 28-ace
barrage from Raonic to prevail in five sets in the hostile
territory of Vancouver’s Thunderbird Sports Centre on
the campus of the University of British Columbia, where
rowdy fans waved flags and sported red-emblazoned
hockey jerseys. Nishikori now leads their history at 5-2.
Rafael Nadal isn’t one to shy away from a rivalry.
His confrontations with peers Novak Djokovic (46
matches), Roger Federer (34 matches) and Andy
Murray (22 matches) are the stuff of tennis legend.
But there’s a new antagonist on the scene these days:
Italy’s Fabio Fognini. Nadal and Fognini faced each other
just four times prior to 2015, Nadal emerging victorious
on each and every occasion. But the foes would meet
five times this year alone, Fognini reversing his fortunes
with three victories, including a stunning come-frombehind 3-6, 4-6, 6-4, 6-3, 6-4 third-round shocker
at the US Open, one in which he erased a seemingly
irreversible two-sets-to-love deficit.
The Italian’s first-ever win over Nadal came on clay in
the Rio semi-finals, where the 28-year-old scored a 1-6,

Roger Federer

Kei Nishikori

Milos Raonic
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6-2, 7-5 upset. Fognini had the Spaniard’s number again
on Nadal’s home clay in Barcelona, where he registered
a 6-4, 7-6 (6) round of 16 victory. “With Rafa, you have
to risk. You have to attack him when you have the
chance,” observed Fognini. “He’s one of the best players
in the world. So I know that I have to take risks with
him.”
Nadal, 29, managed to stem the tide by dispatching
Fognini in a tense Hamburg final, 7-5, 7-5, again on clay.
“He’s a player with a great talent, with huge shots,” said
Nadal. “He’s a tough opponent for everybody when
he’s playing well, not only for me.” Following his thirdround loss in Flushing Meadows, the first time he had
ever lost a Grand Slam match after winning the first two
sets, Nadal upped advantage over Fognini to 6-3 with a
7-5, 6-3 win in the Beijing semi-finals.
Was there a more compelling marquee match-up in
2015 than Novak Djokovic vs. Roger Federer, the Hall of
Fame-calibre clash of titans? It seems there’s always so
much on the line when these two face each other, and
the longtime foes battled it out in no less than SEVEN
finals in the year. “I think it’s really become a very nice
rivalry,” noted Federer. “It seems people like the way
we play against each other. I don’t think we have to
adjust our games very much against each other. We can
just play our game, and then the better man wins. It’s
been nice seeing Novak’s improvements over all these
years.

trophy-clinching wins in Indian Wells (6-3, 6-7(5), 6-2),
Rome (6-4, 6-3) and Wimbledon (7-6(1), 6-7(10), 6-4,
6-3), where for a second straight year he would get
the better of the seven-time champion. In doing so,
he became the first player since the Swiss in 2007 to
successfully defend his title at the All England Club.
Federer would bounce back in Cincinnati with an
aggressive 7-6(1), 6-3 win over Djokovic, who was
bidding to win a ninth different ATP World Tour Masters
1000 title and complete a Career Golden Masters. It
was Federer’s seventh title in Cincinnati, proving that,
at 34, he’s far from finished. “He’s just not going away,”
said Djokovic of his 34-year-old opponent. “He’s not
dropping his level too much. He’s always going to be
out there making you play your best if you want to win.
So that’s who Roger is. That’s why he has won so many
Grand Slam titles.” For the second time in his career,
Djokovic would win his third major of the year at the
US Open, this one at the expense of Federer under the
lights in Arthur Ashe Stadium 6-4, 5-7, 6-4, 6-4.
The win put the World No. 1 in double digits for major
titles, making him the eighth player to accomplish the
feat. But there was more. The all-time greats would split
decisions at the Barclays ATP World Tour Finals, though
it was Djokovic who would claim his fourth consecutive
year-end title.
Source: ATPWorldTour.com

He has become such an unbelievable player, especially
the last five, six years, and he cleaned up his game so
nicely and became the best mover in the game. It’s
really a pleasure playing against him every single time.”
“We always make each other play our best tennis,”
Djokovic concurred. “We require from each other the
maximum focus and commitment, and that’s what raises
the quality of the match. That’s why he’s who he is.”
Federer once dominated the Swiss-Serb encounter. In
fact, he won seven of their first 10 meetings. But after
claiming five of eight matches against Federer in 2015,
including title matches at Wimbledon, the US Open
finals and the Barclays ATP World Tour Finals, as well
as ATP World Tour Masters 1000 events in Indian Wells
and Rome, the head to head record now stands at an
even 22-22. To think that when they first faced each
other in Monaco back in 2006, a 6-3, 2-6, 6-3 round
of 64 decision in Federer’s favour, Djokovic was still
somewhat of an unknown commodity. After that first
encounter, Federer asserted, “I mean, he was all right
from the baseline and everything. I think he’s still got
many areas where he can improve, so there is some
potential.”
Though Federer would strike first with a 6-3, 7-5 victory
in the Dubai final, Djokovic would reel off three straight
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Rafael Nadal

Fabio Fognini

We collect and deliver your car
FREE OF CHARGE (Subject to distance)
We provide good quick repair service at reasonable prices

Our Competitive Labour Charges:–
From
Lubrication Service

$

Tune Up Engine

$

210.00
800.00

Engine Decoke & Grind Valves

$

2500.00

Engine Overhaul

$

5500.00

Brake System Overhaul

$

1200.00

Clutch Mechanically Overhaul

$

1700.00

Air Condition Freon Recharge

$

400.00

Alternator Overhaul

$

700.00

Starter Motor Overhaul

$

700.00

ALL REPAIRS WITH THREE MONTHS GUARANTEE

Our Business Hours
8am-6pm, Mon-Sat & Public Holiday
Our 24 hrs. Emergency Towing Agent
“We Tow Towing” 6128 0999
Please call us at 2565 6166 FAX: 2856 1047
E-mail address: fookie@netvigator.com

FOOKIE MOTORS CO. LTD.
Shop 7, G/F, Paramount Building,
12 Ka Yip Street,
Chai Wan, Hong Kong.
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Breathe Dammit Breathe!

B

reathing seems simple enough. You inhale, exhale, and repeat as
necessary, right?

Well, we're all born knowing how to breathe, but somewhere
throughout our lives, respiration habits can travel down the path of
inefficiency.
And while you may not pay it any attention, if you control this essential
act, you can control everything. From first breath onward, all of us have
unknowingly modelled our breathing after three distinct styles.
Some of us have become "low breathers" who breathe with our diaphragm
and abdominal muscles, thus allowing our abdomen to extend outward,
while others developed into "middle breathers" where the lower ribs expand
forward and to the sides. And then there are the "high breathers" who take
short, rapid, and shallow breaths.
All three methods of breathing are very inefficient and have a direct effect on
the body both mentally and physically.
But, by developing stronger and more efficient respiration skills, you can
improve every aspect of your life, including more energy, quicker reaction
times, stronger lifts, increased endurance, mental clarity, and the reduction of
both physical and mental stress.

Anatomy of a Breath
Developing the muscles responsible
for respiration is as important as any
other muscle group. In fact, they are
the most important, for without them
we couldn't perform at all.
While most think of the diaphragm as
being the major muscle responsible
for breathing during exercise and
physical stress, there are many other
muscles responsible for getting the air
in and out. (I think it's good to know
this anatomy stuff, but if it's too dry
and sciency for you. Just skip ahead to
the next section).
Upon inspiration, the external
intercostals raise the lower ribs up
and out, opening the thorax. The
scalene muscles and sternomastoids
also become involved, serving to raise
and push out the upper ribs and the
sternum.
During active expiration, the most
important muscles are those of the
abdominal wall. All of the abdominal
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muscles contract which drives up
various pressures inside the body
which, in turn, drives air out.
The internal intercostals assist with
active expiration by pulling the ribs
down and in decreasing thoracic
volume.

The Lost Art of the Vacuum
Bodybuilders of old were conscious
of their midsections and worked
diligently to perfect the v-shaped
tapered look that many men strive
for. Countless hours were spent
strengthening and learning how to
control the inner depths of their
abdominal walls.
This technique not only had a
positive result from a physique
standpoint, but it developed the
muscles responsible for respiration
to their fullest.
Learning how to properly perform
a vacuum is the first step down the
pathway to better respiration.
Begin by lying face up with your
knees bent and your feet on the
floor.
Engage your inner abdominal wall by
drawing in as if you wanted to touch
it to your spine.
Once engaged, start to slowly breath
in through your nose and fill your
lungs as completely possible.
Once you have reached your fullest
breath, hold it for a five count and
slowly breathe out through your
mouth without releasing your
abdominal wall.
Relax, and without engaging your
abdominal wall, take another deep
breath, holding it for a five count
before slowly breathing out, thus
reinforcing the progression towards
a greater lung capacity.

GYM NEWS
Repeat this cycle for a total of twenty
breaths for as many sets as you
want. The more you do, the better
the results. Steadily increase your
hold count to improve respiratory
efficiency.
The next step would be to progress
to a four-point stance on your hands
and knees, followed next by kneeling.

Engage, Breathe, Execute
Once you feel that you've made
progress and sucked all you can out
of your vacuums, it's time to apply
this method to exercise.

resulting in a flatter, firmer stomach. Respiration will be more efficient and
your body will function at a higher level.

From Balloon Animals to a Real Animal
When was the last time you tried to blow up a balloon? These cheap and easy
to find toys are highly beneficial tools for developing superior lung volume
and respiratory strength.
Applying the same techniques described for vacuums, engage your abdominal
wall, take a deep breath in through your nose filling your lungs to their fullest,
and breathe out with control, force-filling the balloon with air. Never allow
your abdominal wall to release until you've fully exhaled. Continue these
steps until you completely inflate the balloon.
Balloons come in all sizes and wall
thicknesses allowing training progressions
to be simple and inexpensive. The over
ambitious can work their way up to the
hot water bottle, this is truly a feat of
respiratory strength!

1. Visualize any compound lift, and
upon approaching the bar, take three
slow, deep breaths in through your
nose and out through your mouth.
2. Grasp the bar, engage your
abdominal wall, and fill your lungs
with air.
3. Execute the lift, breathing out with
force and keeping the tension on
your abdominal wall.
4. As you lower the weight, repeat
your deep breath in and execute
the lift again, objectively trying to
keep your abdominal wall engaged
throughout the number of reps
chosen and breaths taken.
Upon completion of the exercise,
take another three deep breaths
applying the five-to-ten-second
hold pattern, thus allowing for
further oxygen saturation into the
bloodstream, as well as improving
lung capacity.
Not only does this supply the
necessary oxygen to your body but,
at the same time, it helps to control
your heart rate. By increasing your
intake of oxygen and engaging your
core musculature, you'll soon see
the positive benefits as your strength
and rep ranges go up.

Balloon blowing directly after a rigorous
exercise can further development and
improve heart rate control.

Continued Study: Blow Here
Having focused on breathing for a while now, I've found it most convenient
to practise respiration exercises in bed, as this can promote relaxation and
can aid with getting to and staying asleep, as well as recovery from intense
workouts.
And just like it can put you to sleep faster than counting sheep, upon waking
up, this can help jumpstart your morning by providing stimulation, circulation,
and oxygen-enriched blood.

A Word of Caution
Be aware that when you first start respiratory training it can cause lightheadedness and dizziness. If you experience any of these reactions, rest
until the symptoms subside and continue your progress. Never execute any
strength exercise when feeling this way.
Breathing is essential for life. It can improve performance, make us think
clearer, and can be a healing tool. When striving for a better quality of life,
train your lungs!
Benjamin Simpson

Secondly, you'll also experience a
better-developed abdomen and an
overall tightening of the mid-section,
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TABLE TENNIS

Friendly match against Craigengower Cricket Club (CCC)
– 10th January 2016

Before the Tournament

T

he New Year marked the resumption of
our long-standing friendly relationship
with CCC. There were no surprises (to
our detriment perhaps!) to the final score, but
the disparity between the two sides will not be
elaborated on in our Club magazine.
Expectedly, CCC fielded a very balanced side,
the experienced, tried and tested; the young,
up and coming. Technically, they were very
sound, very proper and organised. I came to
a standstill when I gathered that some of their
team members train four times a week! Of
course, they were match fit!
Remarkably, our two junior players, James
and Marco, formed a formidable doubles
partnership. Never have I seen chemistry
between two players, especially as the pair was
having their first proper game together. Both
players were quick on their feet and constantly
gave their opponents a hard time. Our team
looks forward and leans on them for continued
success in the future!

Formidable partnership between James and Marco

Henry Wong and Felix (far side) engage in a difficult Doubles match

As we embrace 2016, the Table Tennis section
is recruiting new casual and competitive
players for the forthcoming season. We have
a casual session every Thursday evening. If
you are interested please pop me/drop me an
e-mail at felix.tl.tang@gmail.com.
Kelly (far side) in the middle of a tightly contested rally
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FOOD & BEVERAGE

Special Wine Events

For Members and their
guests age 18 and above

Sunday Bin End Sales
Spinners Waiting Area
from 12:00 noon to 4:00 p.m.
20th March
Complimentary Wine, Beer and Whisky Tasting.
All at attractive prices!
Free admission.
See you at the Club!

Wine Tasting Activities
• Admission Fee $68 per person per Tasting event
• Full refund on wine purchase at the event
• 7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
– Friday 11th March
– Friday 18th March

Monthly Wine Tasting
Theme Wine Tasting (Torbreck)
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FOOD & BEVERAGE

Enjoy A Happy St. Patrick’s Day
with Special Drinks!
Our Sommelier Team has designed a range of Green Beverages
Green Mocktails, Green Cocktails and Green Beers,
all available from 17th to 20th March
A Special Offer for you and your family and guests to
celebrate St. Patrick’s Day.

Beer Promotion

Special Hot Drink Promotion

Tsing Tao
(355ml)

Hopwired IPA
(330ml)

Hawthorn Fig & Apple Tea

$ 28 / bottle
$ 119 / bucket of 5 Bottles

$ 60 / bottle
$160 / bucket of 3 bottles

fresh apples and dried hawthorn
and figs with rock sugar

Chapter RP100

2009 Chateau Pontet Canet, Pauillac, Bordeaux, France
“An amazing wine in every sense, this classic, full-bodied Pauillac is the quintessential
Pontet Canet from proprietor Alfred Tesseron, who continues to reduce yields and
farms his vineyards biodynamically - a rarity in Bordeaux. Black as a moonless
night, the 2009 Pontet Canet offers up notes of incense, graphite, smoke, licorice,
creme de cassis and blackberries. A wine of irrefutable purity, laser-like precision,
colossal weight and richness, and sensational freshness, this is a tour de force in
winemaking that is capable of lasting 50 or more years. The tannins are elevated, but
they are sweet and beautifully integrated as are the acidity, wood and alcohol (which
must be in excess of 14%). This vineyard, which is situated on the high plateau of
Pauillac adjacent to Mouton Rothschild, appears to have done everything perfectly
in 2009. This cuvee should be closed in the cellar and re-opened in a decade or more.
Anticipated maturity: 2025-2075”
Score: 100

Robert Parker, Wine Advocate, March 2012

For purchase and enquiry, please email wine@hkcc.org
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$1,698

per bottle
while
stocks last

FOOD & BEVERAGE

Wine Workshops
For booking and enquiry, please email to wine@hkcc.org or contact us on 3511 8621

Burgundy Wine Workshop – Côte de Nuits
Date: Wednesday 23rd March 2016
Time: 7:00 – 8:30 p.m.
Venue: Sobers Suite
Price: $188 per Member
($100 will be refunded on wine purchase at the event.)
This Workshop is available for Members only due to limited seating.
Thank you for your understanding.
After the successful “Côte de Beaune Workshop” of last August and due to the demand, here is the
continuation: “Côte de Nuits Workshop”- the “Kingdom of Pinot Noir”!
Côte de Nuits is where the absolute best of Pinot Noir and most famous Appellations are located such as
Gevrey-Chamberin, Chambolle-Musigny, Vosne-Romanee and Nuits-Saint-Georges.
Workshop will be conducted by Mr. Romain Comte, the winemaker’s son.
He will share the wines from a range of Villages, 1er Cru and 2 Grand Crus!
• 2008 Domaine Didier Fornerol, Côte de Nuits Village
• 2012 Domaine Lecheneaut, Gevrey-Chambertin (rated 92/100 by Allen Meadows)
• C2013 Domaine Lecheneaut, Chambolle-Musigny (rated 92/100 by Allen Meadows)
• 2012 Domaine Audiffred, Vosne-Romanee “Champs Perdrix”
• 2007 Domaine Jean Chauvenet, Nuits-Saint-Georges 1er Cru Bousselots
• 2011 Domaine Michel Gay, Corton Renardes VV Grand Cru
• 2011 Domaine Francoise Andre, Corton-Charlemagne Grand Cru

Taylors Wine Tasting Workshop – with Master of Wine
Date: Thursday 14th April 2016
Time: 7:00 – 8:30 p.m.
Venue: Sobers Suite
Price: $188 per Member
($120 will be refunded on wine purchase at the event;
This Workshop is available for Members only due to limited seating. Thank you for
your understanding.
It is our pleasure to invite Mr. Neil Hadley, who is one of only 340 of the world’s
Masters of Wine, to conduct this Wine Tasting Workshop.
Participants will be guided to taste the selected wines from Taylors Winery,
a family owned winery from Clare Valley, South Australia and the first Australian
winery to use only screw-cap closures.
This is the Workshop you can’t miss if you would like to know more about wines!
• NV Pinot Noir Chardonnay Taylors Sparkling
• 2014 Chardonnay Taylors Estate
• 2014 Chardonnay Taylors Jaraman
• 2013 Shiraz Taylors Jaraman
• 2012 Shiraz Taylors St. Andrews
2016 March The Pinkun
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Sunday Roasts for March
Noon to 2:30 p.m.
$128 per person (age 18 and above)
March
6th
13th
20th
27th

Shoulder of Australian Pork with homemade apple sauce and crackling
Leg of Lamb
Baked Gammon Ham with honey and mustard
U.S. Chuck Eye with Yorkshire pudding

All served with soup and vegetable accompaniments.

Willow Room Chef’s Specials in March
乳鴿

Spring Pigeon

脆皮紅燒乳鴿
Crispy Fried Spring Pigeon

波士頓龍蝦

Boston Lobster

上湯焗龍蝦伊麵
Braised Boston Lobster and E-Fu Noodles in Supreme Soup
薑葱粉絲焗龍蝦
Braised Boston Lobster and Green Bean Vermicelli with Scallion
豉 椒 香 爆 龍 蝦( 煎 米 粉 底 )
Sautéed Boston Lobster with Black Bean Chilli Sauce
(Accompanied by Pan-fried Rice Noodle)
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For parents considering a UK education
for their child, Amelia provides
assistance in understanding the process,
the schools and how to prepare from
Hong Kong.
Whether you are an expat parent or a
family who are new to British boarding
schools, Amelia can help to answer your
questions and provide a clear timeframe
for preparation.

Amelia provides impartial guidance on -

•
•
•
•
•
•

understanding the admissions process
which schools are most suitable
how to prepare
when to prepare
interview practice
academic assessment
www.ameliasewell.com
amelia@ameliasewell.com
9835 3289

1st Floor, Parker House, 72 Queen’s Road C.
Tel. 2522 7856, 2522 7944
2016 March The Pinkun
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SOCIAL

HKCC Private Race Boxes
Your perfect venue to enjoy the Races• Business, corporate or personal entertainment
• Full package with buffet and free-flow drinks
For further details and booking, please contact Members Service Department on 3511 8678 or email: events@hkcc.org

Special promotion for Private Box at Shatin Racecourse till 16 April.
• BUY-2-GET-1-FREE — Book a table for THREE people, pay for TWO catering packages and
receive one complimentary catering package (includes buffet meal and the bar service).
• Book a party for FOUR people, you will receive an additional complimentary one pound
cake OR a bottle of Sparkling wine.
• Book a party for SIX people or more, you will receive both an additional complimentary
one pound cake AND a bottle of Sparkling wine.
To enjoy this special promotion, a minimum of seven working days is required.
Please refer to the Booking Forms for details and Terms & Conditions
Racing Fixtures:

March
2 Mar
6 Mar
9 Mar
13 Mar
16 Mar
20 Mar
23 Mar
28 Mar
31 Mar

April
Wed
Sun
Wed
Sun
Wed
Sun
Wed
Mon
Thu

Happy Valley
Sha Tin
Happy Valley
Sha Tin
Happy Valley
Sha Tin
Happy Valley
Sha Tin
Happy Valley

3 Apr
6 Apr
10 Apr
13 Apr
16 Apr
20 Apr
24 Apr
27 Apr

May
Sun
Wed
Sun
Wed
Sat
Wed
Sun
Wed

Sha Tin
Sha Tin
Sha Tin
Happy Valley
Sha Tin
Happy Valley
Sha Tin
Happy Valley

1 May
4 May
7 May
11 May
14 May
18 May
22 May

29 May Sun

Join the famous Hong Kong Derby & AP QEII Cup - Club's Private RACE BOX.
Hong Kong Derby on 20th March
QEII Cup on 24th April
Champions Mile on 1st May
Special Race Meetings with additional charge for catering package
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Sun
Wed
Sat
Wed
Sat
Wed
Sun

Sha Tin
Happy Valley
Sha Tin
Happy Valley
Sha Tin
Happy Valley
Sha Tin
Sha Tin

SOCIAL

Easter Mini Carnival
Sunday 27 March
Noon - 3:00 p.m.
$355 per adults
$255 per child (age 3-12)
Poolside
• Assorted Games Stalls
• Amazing DIY Counters
• Balloon Modelling
• Buffet Lunch
The Easter Bunny will be there
Enrol early to avoid disappointment!
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Mother's Day - for all the Family Day Celebration
Sunday 8th May
12 Noon - 3:00 p.m.
Spinners
$398 per person
$298 per child (age 3-12)

aAll Mums will receive a Special Gift!
aFancy face-painting
aAll Children (age 3 – 12) will be

entitled to an entry in the DIY session.

Children's Corner
Kids’ Funtime
Join the
Dots and Colour

Winners:

Group 1 – Under 7
Jenna Ng
Brigitta Tseng
Maia Lee
Jaimee Leung
Sophie Hung

Group 2 - 7 and over
Sienna Hunt
Jolie Ng
Olivia Garvey Asia McLaughlin
Caitlyn Chow
Andrea Kim
Michelle Lee

Social Bridge Night
Social Bridge Night on every Monday from 7:30 p.m.
in the Chater Tavern.
To enrol on the weekly email notification,
please contact:
Andrea Nye nye@netvigator.com
Kim Farbrace kimfarbrace@gmail.com
Ling cwling25@yahoo.com
As space is limited, please email your registration
early to avoid disappointment.

Please scan this QR Code for on-line booking or contact Club Reception for further information.
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SOCIAL

Garden Party 2016
Sunday 1 May

Follo

w us!

We’re off
t
Garden o the Family
Party 20
16

12:00 noon - 5:00 p.m.
The Ground
includes Grand Buffet, Drinks,
Inflatables, Games Booths, Cultural Counters,
DIY and Entertainment of all kinds …
Member:
$625 per Adult / $410 per Student
$360 per Child (age 3-12)
Guest:
$735 per Adult / $510 per Student
$450 per Child (age 3-12)
Enrolment is available for Members Only on or before 31
March. For any guest booking, first come first served basis
starts on 1 April, each Membership Account is entitled to book
for a maximum of 6 guests.
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PICTORIAL

Skirts a’swirl…

BURNS NIGHT 2016
Saturday 23rd January

Speakers for the Evening

Address to
the Haggis:
Christopher Wong

Chieftain: Shirley Adrain

The Immortal Memory:
Neil Orvay

Piper:
Rupert Gerald
Toast to The Lassies:
John Bruce
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Reply from The Lassies:
Caroline Wilson CMG

PICTORIAL
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PICTORIAL

Lion Dance
Sunday 14th February
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PICTORIAL

Dine and Wine with Music
Saturday 13th February
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STAFF NEWS

Club System Analyst, Timothy Tang,
and wife Lilian welcomed the arrival of daughter Sharis
on 29th December. A sister for Karris.
CONGRATULATIONS to you all!

DotCod News – Congratulations to Catherine Lam and
Kenneth Chan who attained the WSET Level 2 Award
in Wines and Spirits.

Annual Staff Party 2016
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STAFF NEWS

Employees of the Year

KK LEE Ka Kiu Sports & Recreation Officer

Dhan SINGH Senior Indian Chef

Mark Yue Moon Kie Assistant Captain

Vera Lui Shuk Han Waitress (DotCod)

Five HKCC employees have earned their 20-year service award

Chau Fong - Changing Room Attendant

Cheung Kam Choi - Changing Room Attendant

Ken Hui Ping Chiu - Waiter

Amy Li Hung Mui - Waitress

Vincent Li Kin Choi - Senior Captain

Five HKCC employees and one DotCod employee have earned their 10-year service award

Ella Chu Chui Ling - Receptionist

Chan Po Kam - House Attendant

Ma Yuk Mui - Senior Pantry Attendant

Pak Yeung Chai - Cleaner (DotCod)

Alex Lee Yui Ning Asst. Administrative Manager

Jacky Choy Tin See - Captain
2016 March The Pinkun
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STAFF NEWS

The Hong Kong Cricket Club
Dot Cod Seafood Restaurant & Oyster Bar
Annual Staff Party 2016
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STAFF NEWS
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Recent Video Releases
Sicario (2015 - 121 minutes)

Macbeth (2015 - 113 minutes)

Nominated for numerous awards
including Emily Blunt - leading
a c t r e s s ; B e n i c i o D e l To r o supporting actor; original screen
p l a y, m u s i c a n d m a n y o t h e r
production qualities.

German-born Michael Fassbender brought up in Ireland, nominated for
two Oscar acting awards, takes the
part of Macbeth in this version of
Shakespeare's well-known tragedy.

The action is led by idealistic
undercover agent Kate Macer
(Blunt) who works with FBI/CIA
authorities, trying to infiltrate or control the drug smuggling
activities across the USA/Mexico border. The events result
in apparent reversals of loyalties, kidnapping and escalating
conflicts between local drug lords. Two hours of tense
action and compulsive viewing.

Sherlock The Abominable Bride
(2016 - 90 minutes)
Benedict Cumberbatch continues in
his role of Sherlock Holmes in this
episode of the BBC television series.

The Walk (2015 - 123 minutes)
On the streets of Paris, in 1973,
Philippe Petit became famous for
his high wire escapades - as well
as being chased by the police for
performing without a permit. He
came across a magazine picture of
the Twin Towers of the World Trade
Centre in New York (while it still
existed in the years "before 9/11").
It was the ideal place for him to perform his calculated and
fearless art of walking the high wires between the tallest
buildings. This is the story of how his attempt was prepared
- with humorous interludes and the actual drama of the
crossing in 1974. The aerial scenes of New York City are
especially spectacular and enjoyable.

Agatha Christie's
Partners in Crime
(2015 - 6 x 55 minute episodes)

Downton Abbey –
The Finale
(2015 - 93 minutes)
This long running t.v. series
ends with a rousing, well
presented finale in this
ultimate Christmas Special.
The situations which have
arisen over many years are
handled with sensitivity and
all the main characters have
a final 'showing'. Some find
that age creeps up and they
must adapt to it - others
learn that the future presents opportunities to go forward
in a changing world.

Jessica Raine and David Walliams
feature as Tuppence and Tommy
Beresford. They are the partners
who search for answers to find out
who was responsible in a series of
baffling crimes.
Video & DVD Library – Opening Hours:
Weekdays – 1300 to 2000
Saturday, Sunday – 1100 to 1900
Public Holiday – 1200 - 1800
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T

he Recipe below originally appeared in the March 1984 Pinkun under the Yoga
heading. Gabrielle Moore-Gordon who ran the Yoga Workshop introduced it as
follows. (It seems that the February weather has not improved!).

“I hope by the time this is printed that the sun has managed to shine through the blanket
of mist and warmed the earth and cleared the air. A new beginning is the chance to look
at oneself afresh to…
‘Look to this day for its life,
the very life of life.
For Yesterday is already a dream,
and Tomorrow is only a vision
But Today well lived makes every Yesterday
a dream of happiness and every Tomorrow
a vision of hope’
How many of you, I wonder, buy your Hot Cross Buns thinking that making them is too much of a hassle. Why not
surprise the family this Easter with a plateful of warm, deliciously spiced buns for breakfast? The only drawback is that
you might be asked to make them again and again!

HOT CROSS BUNS
16 ozs (500 g) wholemeal flour
2 tsp. cinnamon
1½ tsp. mixed spice
1 tsp. nutmeg
1 tsp. salt
1 oz. (25 g.) dried yeast

4 tbsp. warm water
2 oz. (50g) brown sugar
4 oz. (100 g.) currants or raisins
¼ pt. (142 ml. milk)
1 egg (beaten)
Shortcrust pastry for crosses

Put flour, spices and salt into a bowl. Cream the yeast with
the warm water and 1 tsp. sugar. Leave in a warm place until frothy.
Mix remaining sugar and raisins into flour, then add all other ingredients,
as well as risen yeast, and mix until the dough is soft and manageable. Divide into 12 pieces,
knead each one and place on a floured baking sheets. Leave in warm place until doubled in
size. Cut pastry into strips, dampen and place two on each bun to make a cross.
Bake in oven at 190 degrees C (Mark 5) for 20 minutes.
Glaze: heat a little brown sugar and water together and
brush over buns twice as soon as they are taken out of the oven.
Leave to cool.”
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PET HELP

Who Rules your Roost?

A

nimal behaviour is a very complex and
interesting field and the more I learn about it,
the more I realise who is the smartest when
comparing people with dogs! Despite what you might
see on the streets, dogs are kept by us and not us by
them- so it is important that we are the commanders!
We have all seen unruly dogs on the street with
absolutely no manners or sociable behaviour! These
dogs really become a liability to their owners. Living in
a crowded place such as Hong Kong, it is imperative that
our dogs are taught good manners and socialisation!
The key is to be a firm leader. Dogs are pack animals
living in a hierarchy. Each dog in the pack looks to the
leader for guidance. As a dog owner, you need to be the
leader of the pack for your dog!
Here are some tips in helping achieve “good manners”
enabling your dog to be socially acceptable!
One of the first things is to teach basic obedience to
your dog from a young age. They are never too young
to start to learn commands and their position in the
hierarchy. Teaching your dog to sit and drop (lay down)
on command is teaching them to be submissive to your
leadership.
Consistency is very important. Use the same verbal
commands and reward the good behaviour consistently
with praise. Do not physically punish bad behaviour,
and don’t just yell at the dog! An immediate firm verbal
scolding should be enough to refocus the dog and get
them back on track. “Sin binning” i.e., removing all
social contact is the most effective form of punishment
that does not hurt the dog or make them frightened of
you. Dogs hate being “sent to their room” and will soon
learn to behave to avoid that consequence.
Generally speaking, you dog has a pretty easy life - food,
shelter, air-conditioned surrounds all supplied without
really having to do much, if anything at all. They are
treated like a king or top dog! To keep them submissive
ensure they have to earn their privileges! You should be

the one to initiate playtime, not them annoying you into
it. Prior to a walk or being fed, make the dog obey a few
commands - such as sit and drop.
In all aspects of life around your dog - the humans in
the house (this includes all children no matter how
young) must be the top dogs! Hence you should eat
before your dog, enter new areas before your dog, they
should wait until being told they can enter. You sleep
on the bed raised above the dog. The highest places are
reserved for the top dogs!
Lastly, don’t be a dictator, but be a leader. The dog will
respect you and hence be a better follower if you lead
with compassion.
Most dogs can easily be taught good manners, but some
dogs are a little more resistant than others. If you find
you have difficulty - then speak with experts! As vets,
we can advise more specifically for your pet. We may
prescribe medications to use during the learning phases,
we may refer a specialist veterinary animal behaviour
expert or dog trainer.
However, never give up as old dogs can be taught new
tricks!
Dr Lloyd Kenda

BSc(Psych) BSc(VetBiol) BVMS(Hons)
MRCVS MACVSc(SASurgery)

Valley Veterinary Centre
G/F 15 Yuen Yuen Street
Happy Valley
Hong Kong
25752389
www.valleyvetcentre.com.hk
info@valleyvetcentre.com.hk
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THAT'S HISTORY

THROUGH THE GAP

I

n 1982, when The Pinkun resumed monthly appearances, a
scurrilous cartoon, “Through The Gap” appeared regularly
on its pages. The artwork was that of Chris Rowe, a Club
cricketer of the time. The words, well, who knows? Members
were convinced that the characters were true likenesses of
active Members and the Staff at that time but this was not true.
“Polly says….” the nicotine stained parrot that hovered above
the Top Bar sometimes enjoyed a trite comment. Her rather
grubby son can still be located in the same position but he rarely
squawks. The cartoons disappeared from The Pinkun’s pages in
2004.
Some examples, 1983-85

September 1985
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